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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study report deals with the three year

demonstration program in child advocacy funded by the Office

of Child Development (OCD).. These demonstration (initially

seven, later reduced to six) Advocacy Components (ACs) were

created as part of existing Head Start Parent-Child Centers

(PCCs)., The goal of these ACs was to meet the needs of

children in the catchment area from birth to five years, and the

needs of their families, through local service integration,

and if necessary, the creation of new services.

The Advocacy Components (ACs) were designed to provide

referral, but not direct, services to low-income families

not already served by the PCCs. The ACs were to assess the

needs of each family in a door-to-door outreach effort'and

to meet unmet needs through referrals to existing agencies,

and to follow-up the families and agencies. In order to

effect these referrals, the ACs were to identify all existing

resources and services. Wheresgaps in resources were identified!

the ACs were to work to promote greater sensitivity to the

needs of low-income people among existing resources, as well

as coordination among agencies. The central organizing concept

was that the ACs would teach families td become advocates on

their own and on their children's behalf..

Each of the projects was staffed with from one to three-

professionals in administrative, and supervisory

it OC, et 7



roles, and with four to seven paraprofessionals in outreach

roles. In addition, all of the ACs had secretarial and

clerical staff, and several ACs had additional professional

staff (i.e. , nurse, nutritionist) or additional paraprofes-

sional staff (i.e., transportation aides).

The successes and failures of the ACs which are detailed

in the report are summarized below. As will become evident in

reading this report, it is difficult to assess the "success"

of this program because criteria of success usually reflect

achievement relative to a set of specified objectives; the

objectives in this case proved to be quite unrealistic. In

an extremely limited period of time, the ACs were expected

to pursue both case and class advocacy goals, using a primarily

paraprofessional untrained staff. In other words, they were

expected both to assess needs and to make referrals on behalf

of individual families, and to advocate-Ear changes and new

services in large public agencies in a variety of areas:

health, housing, education, and welfare. The ACs accomplished

considerable work in their communities and on behalf of indi-

vidual families, but their achievements fell far short of the

national goals.

Hence, measured against the national goals the advocacy

program is in large part a failure, but the unrealistic nature

of these goals and of many of the local objectivesimakes this

an inadequate standard against which to measure achievement.

The following summary is presented according to each of the

national goals.



National Goal #1: To identify the unmet needs of low-
'income families with children 0-5
years in a designated catchment area.

During the course of the program, 3,927 needs assessments

were completed. The program demonstrated that an outreach

capability is important in that the needs of many underserviced

families are identified and defined through such activity.

Through the process of identification, consciousness is

raised in the family as to the need to "do something" and to

overcome feelings of passivity and resignation. Thus, the

needs assessment can bp regarded as a useful tool not only for

identifying needs, but for mobilizing families, and for building

relationships of trust, as well.

National Goal #2: To identify all private and public
programs (local, state, and federally-
supported) that provide services for
residents in the catchment area, and
to compile information on existing
community services.

Resource directories were compiled by four"Components

and all of the ACs were highly successful in terms'of iden-

tifying community resources and services. Identification of

existing resources went far beyond mere identification, to

include a thorough knowledge of services available, and

when, eligibility requirements, and staff functions within

each agency. This procest of identification and of creating

a systematic information and referral system can be expected

to take a professional approximately one full year.

iii GO.000



National Goal #3: To identify the gaps between needs
and existing services.

All of the ACs identified gaps id services through infor-

mation collected regarding family resources. This information

enabled AC staff to pinpoint gaps, inadequacies, and insensi

tivities in available services. Systematic documentation of

gaps was undertaken in a number of specific instances, detailed

in this report.

National Goal #4: To promote the development of
comma ty resources which will
fill gaps in existing services.

"Promoting the development of ommunity resources ..."

turned out to be very difficult. ate and federally-supported

resources are usually unable to ini late new programs, or to

hireNnew staff in response to needs identified at the local

level. In many instances, agency staff are aware of needed

services, but lack the money or authority necessary for their

implementation. Hence, while some new services were promoted

to fill gaps, with few exceptions this is not an area met by

outstanding results.

National Goal 454 To assist in brinqin\g together .a
comprehensive and efficient delivery
sytem of services.

This goal also proved difficult to achieve. In retro-

spect it was unrealistic to expect that a small agency, such

as the PCC/AC, could integrate and coordinate the services

of mammoth and long-established agencies such as a Department



of Social Service,. , a large public hospital, or a public

housing departmen While some examples of service coor-

dination are cited in the report, it cannot be said that the

ACs succeeded in bringing together comprehensive and efficient

delivery systems in their communities.

National Goal To assist families by referring them
to specific agencies and follow
through t. ensure that the services
are provided.

Five thousand six hundred and seventy-five referrals were

made on behalf of AC families. While there is no question

that many families received assistance through AC initiated

referrals, the mean number of referrals (1.28) per family

relatively small, and the situation of most families has

changed only minimally. This is because many of the most

.

serious needs, i.e., housig and employment, cannot be net

through referrals, and bc:L:ause it often takes much time

and'effort to effect even a singlereferral. Families in the

target areas tend to seek help only in response to a crisis.

Thus, they are extrenTly difficult to motivate when it comes

to preventive health services, e.g., check-ups, immunisations,

enrollment for coverage.

National Goal #7: To develOp a training program for

child advocates in concert.with
local colleges and other agencies.

With very few exceptions, the ACs were not able to develop

a training program for child advocates. in fact, they had

enough difficulty training their Own staff and conducting the



day-to-day work of advocacy. While a few agencies were

persuaded to take on some advocacy functions, no training

program in terms of -n-exportable curriculum wan d6;weloped.

En retrospect, it was unrealistic to think that-th17, Components

would he ahle to do any more than provide trainingfor their

own staffs, which in most cao reprowl!nted a malue effort.

National C4w41,03: To ensure the delivery of uate
services to expnctant rothorn an0
thnir ne%torn babies.

Six hundred :and seventy-two preqnant wc,non were Wntifle39.

howeVer, the majority of those identified w,'re rocoivino

adequate pre-natal care as do! mod by the remor of prgnancy

in which m7dical attclltion Was souniA itnd the fvelaency of

vis its. Effortll to croate pr-nitJA I noon or to :11,,zro,v7e

the level or quality of re=nata are mot with little SUCCPSS.

National Goal To identify hiqh-rik mothers and
,.:hildren so that necessary medical,
nutritional, and other needed services
can be available to them.

Two hunarad and fifty-six high risk mothers wore identified

but in most instances they were not given preZnrentiAl rat
ment because the entirn population served by advocacy was

consid,,ired to be in great need. On the whole, the faMilie.-D

served by the Aes would be characterized by social service

agencies as the most needy multi-problem families in the

community.

TircondlusiOn, it can he stated that the ACs did not

"work themselves out of a job," as had been hoped initially.

0
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The majority of familie,, did not learn to beo me thdir own

advocates, and the majority of agencip did not learn to or

together in ar, efficient co rdinated effort and were not

able to adapt advocacy functions. However the Aft were of

great assiatance to s me families, and they demonstrated the

usefuln_no or certain asp Cis of the,advocacy approach to

other aloncies, i.e., outreach, family group education- efforts,
. .

and client advocacy. Perhaps ac important, the advocacy

demonstration laid an informg,4onal base, which should be

applies to rnv future efforts in this general sery ice dea.
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INTRODUCTION



.0 INTRODUCTION

;The ghild Advocacy Contponents of the Parent -Child Center (PCC)

program completed 36 months of planning and operation on October 31,

1974. This report is the fourth in a series by the Center for

Community Reseirch (CCR) which includes a report on the program

at inception, a volume of six-month case studies and a report

of the start-up year.. It is designed to present both an over-

all view of the program and specific data on program statistics

and costs during the period of October,. 1973, through July,

1974, inclusive.

The Child Advocacy program was developed as a Component

of the Parent-Child Center (PCC) program, in order to.expand

the potential of the PCCs. The limitations of the PCC pro-

gram are stated in a memorandum dated April 4, 1971, from

the Director of the Office of Child Development (OCD)

Dr. Edward Ziegler, to the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare:

1. Children enter the program after the period of
"-gestation and delivery, sometimes without the

benefit of adequate pre-natal and newborn Care.,

2. Children leave the program at age 3, in some
areas without the benefit of appropriate
continuing attention.

3. Older, siblings are excluded as.the primary ob-
jects of concern, and are benefitted only because
of the need for total family development and
parent participation.

4. In many areas, there is'an absende or deficiency
of the necessary supportive, structures for child
and family development (medical, social, educa-
tional).

C



5.. PCCs serve only a very limited number of children
and families in need, and community inipact is,
thus, diluted.

The Child Advocacy concept received considerable attention

dut:ing the 1970 White Howse Conference on Children. During /

this conference, it was emphasized that both parents and

child-serving agencies often fail to meet the needs of children

for two reasons: lack of resources, and lack of knowledge.

Reflecting this emphasis, the role of Child Advocate was

defined: an individual who, acting on behalf of children,

would help them to meet their basic needs. A model program,

the Advocacy Component of the Parent-Child Center was designed

to meet the needs of children from birth to five years, and.

those of their families, through local, service integration

and, where necessary, through the creation of new services.

As a means to achieving those ends, several steps were

envisaged. The needs of each family were to be assessed

through survey procedures. Family needs were to be met by

educating community residents in the use of existing services,

by helping toward the better integration of existing services

and, if necessary, by advocating for and assisting in the

creation of new services.

5 /

By. October, 1971, seven of the 33 PCCs had been selected /

by OCD staff as sites for Advocacy Components (ACs), to serves

as a demonstration of the. Advocacy concept and how it might /

develop as a part of the PCC program. The seven PCC/ACs were

located in rather differing communities. Three were in rural

I-2 --.
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areas: ,the La Junta, Colorado AC served Mexican-American

families primarily; the Leitchfield, Kentucky and Huntington,

West Virginia Components served Caucasian families primarily.

The four urban Components: Baltimore 'Maryland; Cleveland,

Ohio; Boston, Massachusetts; and Jacksonville, Florida, all

served predominantly Black populations. Two urban Components

defined public housing projects as their target area, the

other two served the entire areas surrounding the projects.

In the rural communities, and in Jacksonville, there was a

scarcity of resources available to the target population.

In the remaining three urbdn communities, there were extensive

resources, but these tended to be, at the, time of program

inception unresponsive to the needs of the community and

were therefore under-used by the target group.

During the course of the CCR study, several significant

chariges in program occurred. In February, 1973, the Component

staffs were told that their funding would probably be discon-

tinued as of October of ihdt year. While termination did not

occur at that time, the effects of this "rumor" were-felt in

all facets of AC activities: staff morale was very low, some

staff members made plans to find other employment, the number

of contacts with agencies was less`than usual for the months

following the "news," and the frequency of home visits to

and referrals on behalf of families was lower than normal.

In Spring, 1973,-the La Junta PCC/AC changed its grantee and

subseqhently lost its Advocacy Component. Accordingly, most'

1-3
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data presented in this report reflect'the activities of

- six (rather than seven) ComPonents.

In May, 1974, just prior to the last CCR.site visit,

Component staffs were formally notified that financial support

would be terminated effective October 31, 1974. This formal

announcement had further negative effects on morale, planning

activities, and commitment to program. .In retrospect, it

is clear that the short-term, uncertain nature of project

funding had a profound effect on staff-stability and morale,
\\'

and on the folmulation and implementation of Component objeptives.

a

2.0 THE EVALUTON: METHODS OF PROCEDURE

2.1 On-site interviewing

CCR staff conducted a total of five site visits at

each Component, the first of which occurred between April 15

andMay 19, 1972, shortly aftei program inception (Ti). At

this time, interviews were conducted with AC Coordinators,

with each AC staff member, with four or five agency adminis-

trators in each community, and with 25 randomly selected AC

families from each Component. One year later interviews

were conducted with the same complement of respondents (T4).

In the interim, interviews designed to update information

on relationships with families and agencies, the ongoing

process of staff training, and the overall style and functioning

of each AC, were conducted in September, 1972 (T2) and in

ebruary, 1973 (T3). A:more, complete description of the

ods of procedure used for these interviews and a detailing

'. 00018X74



of the data collected is to be found in the CCR report of

July, 1973, The Advocacy Components of Seven Parent-Child

Centers: A Final Report of the Start -Up Year.

During the second year of the CCR, study, the bulk of

information was collected through the Monthly Monitoring

System and only one site visit (T5) was made to each Component.

These final site visits were conducted during May and June,

1974. At this time the AC Coordinators were interviewed,

extensively on all aspects of Component activities, a group

interview was conducted with the majority of AC staff members,

and from four to six agency interviews were conducted. Whereas

efforts had been made to. conduct T2 interviews with the same

agencies that had been seen at Ti, the procedure followed for 1

thege final interviews was somewhat different. As several

Components had begun work on special inter-agency projects

during the second program year, Coordinators were asked to

arrange CCR interviews with those agencies with which they

had developed the closest relationships, trying, wherever

possible, to retain at least two of the original Tl or T2

agencies for re-interview. At no Component was the sample of

agencies composed entirely of "new" agencies. \ These interviews

were conducted at each respective agency with ether the head

of the relevant service, or with a senior staff delegate of

that person.

2.2 Monthly Monitoring System

The CCR Monthly Monitoring System was initially installed

.1



in May, 1972. Fully. operational in approximately two months,

the System was designed to collect the following kinds of data

on a per month basis:

0

0

number of telephone calls made to AC families

number of home visits

number of new contacts

number` of families terminating from AC

number of referrals by problem area and outcome

0 cumulative statistics in specific referral areas

(Supplementary Monitoring Fofms)

Each family assessed by the Components was assigned an

identification number which was used.in all reports'to CCR.

Every time a specific action was taken by the AC on behalf

of a family, the family's ID number and the action taken

were reported on the appropriate forms. In this way, an

ongoing record of Component activities -was compiled and

analyzed in terms both of individual families and of-

aggregates of families, by particular actions and service

areas. These'data were supplemented by the infofmation

obtained frim AC staff during site visits.

Based or the first year's experience with the System,

and after consultation with Natiohal Office Staff, and review

of their need for cost data, the reporting forms were revised

1-6 CGCZO



to be more comprehensive. CCR staff made only one visit to

each Component during the second year. While it was Important .

to precisely document the start-up process through monitoring

and on-site interviewing, once the patterns of, operation had

been set, this expenSive form of documentation was no longer

necessary. To this end, the Monthly Monitoring System was

expanded to include information previously collected on site:

staff: training,. termination and hiring of new staff

° family group activities: types of events, attendance,

amount of staff time required for preparation

agency contacts: agencies identified, new linkages

formed, inter-agency meetings, changes in service

delivery

and information not collected by CCR staff prior to this

revision:

° staff time: allocation of staff time by functional

area

Component costs: allocation of monthly line budget

item costs by functional area

In addition, the Referral.Reporting Forms were revised in an

effort to reduce reporting time. As with the System used

during the first year, frequenttelephonecontact between

Coordinators.and CCR staff was maintained.

1-7 C 0 0 2 1



As the System did not represent an entirely new require-

. .ment for the ACs, a training conference was not convened.

Instead, CCR staff compiled a comprehensive manual for use

and distributed two copies to each Component. The month of

October, 1973, the first month in which the new System was

used, was set aside as a trial period. As the forms were

received from each Component they were carefully examined

and coded by CCR staff members. Follow-up on errors, incon-

sistencies or` misunderstandings was accomplished by telephone

calls preceded by explanatory letters. While some Components

continued to have difficulties with particular sections of

the Forms, the System was fully operational by November. At

the end of November, and in each succeeding month, CCR fed back

the following kinds of data to each Component:

o the number of referrals effected during the month

mr,

o the type and outcome of each referral_

o the person (e.g., child, parent, etc.) referred.

o the number of different families referred:

° the dollar amount and percentage of money expended

on line budget items by functional service categories

(CCR computed the data on personnel costs on the

basis of Component annual budgets and the AC staff

time allocation forms submitted monthly)

Similar information on all Components was forwarded to the

National Office.



3.0 ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

The first task for the Advocacy Components was to develop

specific program objectives with the consultation of, and

within a framework provided by, the Office of Child

Development. From the time of this initial definitional

activity, throughout the life of the program, CCR has followed

the development of program objectives. Chapter II of this

report is devoted to'objectives, and to a description of what

they were initially, and how and'wli-y they changed..

Subsequent to the development of objectives, ACsrfocused

on. needs assessments, developing relationships, making

referrals on behalf of families, and on developing a core of

knowledge and establishing relationships with families. A

discussion of what was done for families is the subject of

Chapter III.

Following an initial period devoted to the assessment

of needs and to the establishment of relationships with

families, a number of Components began implicitly or

explicitly to work toward the goal of educating families to

the need for, and use of services. Attempts to organize

educational workshops, mass meetings, and ongoing groups

are detailed in Chapter IV.

The processes of identifying community resources, of

developing a core of knowledge about services offered, of

a I-9.
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understanding eligibility requirements and staff responsi\-

bilities, and of building collaborative relationships with

other agencies are detailed in Chapter V.

Chapter VI of the report focuses oil the AC staffs.

Staffing patterns, turnover, staff responsibilities, and

staff training are described.

Chapter VII presents an analysis of functional cost

data collected from the Components during the final

project year.

1.-10
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CHAPTER II

OBJECTIVES



The maperial presented in tihie chapter provides an over-

view of the proJects' growth and activities within the frame-
\

work of the national OCD goals. Mo a detailed descriptions

of these g*al-specific activities are to be found in the rest

of this report.

The informaion presented in tie chapterderives from

the following scurcqs:
,

site vi4,4t, interviews with AC Coordinators

jilonthly Monitoring Reporting data

onloing telephone contact with Components staffs

1.0 INTRODUOTION

Th nati&ual goals of the Child Advocacy Components were

as -follows.

a

National Goa, To idOtify thd unmet med:s,of low-
income families with .chkdren. 0-5
years in.a designated catchment area.

0 National Goal 02; To identify all private and public
programs (1064a1.2 'state and federally-
supported) that provide services for
residents in .the,catchmant areas and
to compile information on exist-
community services.

National Goal P3; To identify the gaps between needs
and existing servicas

0 National Goal 44; To promote the development of communi.
resources which will fill gaps in,
existing services.

National Goal 45; To assist:in bringing togeher a com-
prehensive and efficient delivery
nystem of serviges
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National Goal

National Goal Y7:

National Goal #8:

0 National Goal

To assist families by referring thorn
to specific agencies and follow
through to ensure .tat the services
are provid9d.

To level *;p a trainin: progralat for
child advocates in concerlt With
local colleges and other agencies.

To ensure the'delivery of adequate
services to expectant mothers and
their newborn babies.

T Identify high-risk mothers and
children so that necessary medical,
nutritional and other needed sex-

esices can be. *available to theT.

The goals, as stated,suggested that the CompOnents should

le involved in both case and class advocacy. That is, while

the goals related to obtaining services, through referrals

for families in the catchment area, reflect-the need foL

cule approach, those goals concer ed with the deveiopmont and

creation of resources require a: class adv cacy approach.

During the first half of the start -up y ar, little

attention was focused on'class advocacy issues. Components

were primarily concerned with identifying families in the

area so that (a) services could be delivered to meet needs,'

and, (b) the project could become established in the community..

However, as the mechanisms for referrals became established,
attention was turned to the development of skill and mechanisms

that would allow the C mpenents to undertake clas advocacy

actions. Accordingly most Components divided their-staff



efforts so that ongoing families could continue to be served

by the AC, while class advtkcacy projects were initiated.

This division entailed a cut-back in the number of new

families that were assessed. The manner in which most

Components interpreted the national goals resulted in this

decrease in recruitment of new familieo. However, this

interpretation was not consistent with the expectations of

the national AC staff, On the national level, the goals were

understo d to'include ongoing assessment of new families,

and relevanntrelevant follw through at a consistent level of effort

throughout the life of the program. However, staff size was

not sufficient to permit equal focus on both case and class

actions, so that priorities had to be established. At

Components which emphasized class,advocacyrprojects, the

volume of needs ssessments and .the flow of referrals

diminished noticeably. Differences in interpretation as to

what the focus of the projects should be became a source of

some,conflict during the program, and there seemed to be

considerable uncertainty as to whether the success of the

national child advocacy program would be measured in terms

of the number of families assessed and referred, or in ter

of the number of new services and community projects initiated.

Throughout the two years of program operation, this conflict

around whether to stress case adv cacy or class advodacy Was

never satisfactorily resolve4.
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In addition to setting action priority on the basis of

class V. case advocacy, priorities had to be set so that all

of the tasks indicatebpby the goals could be undertaken.

Wheh the ACs first began operations, staff expectations in

terms of what could be accomplished in a limited period of

time were quite unrealistic. AC staff expected to educate

families to'become their own advocates, to negotiate the

service delivery systems independently and to organize as

agents of charige; they expected agencies to change their

policies and to add new services; and they expected to

mobilize new resources in the community. Clearly, these

goals were too broad to permit immediate accomplishment.

Thus, by the end of the start-up year, the individual

Advocacy Components were stressing some of the national

goals and de-emphasizing others, as a function both of the

first year's experience and of the knowledge that there was

to be only one additional 'year of program., Staff had learned

that there was a need to set priority to objectives: given limited

resources and extensive needs within the community, it was

important to direct efforts selectively. Understanding that

the project could not be "all things to all people," AC

objectives were built around the need to combat problems in

specific areas. While the activities relevant to assessing

the community and providing information and referral services

to families with a child 0-5 were never abandoned, and while
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most ACs did try to relate to all the goals, the individual

projects began to specialize, and thus to become unique.

These patterns of specialization which were emergent at the

close of the start-up year had, in several cases, become more

evident during the second year of operation.

There are a variety of.ways in which a particular

Component may have come to develop a particular emphasis. In.
f.

most instances, priorities were set when a gap was identified

in the existing service delivery network. That is, the AC

became established in the community and began to reach out to

residents in order to assess their needs; coupling AC staffs'

experience within the community with the reactions of residents,

an area of need was clearly identified and the Component then

mobilized its resources to fill the gap. This is the most

obvious means for determining priorities, and one which was.

outlined by,OCD guidelines and goals; it is not, however, the

only way in which priorities were set.

In some cases, a particular emphasis grew oust of the

successful implementation of an activity which another agency(ies)

wished to have repeated. Such expression of interest was often

seen by the Components as an indication of having established

credibility or having "passed the test." Therefore, when any

such agency-accepted program capability was identified, it

tended to be repeated, recognized by a wider audienC4 and

established as a specialization. To the extent that there was
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Community need for such a capability, and to the degree that

they complemented rather than supplanted existing agency

operations, such specialities were similar in origin to those

created in response to a gap in the service network. However,

if and when the AC performed agency functions, or-functions

vital to ,lency operation, specialization often reflected

growing agency dependency. Areas of emphasis that most

commonly fell into this category were transportation and

outreach.

Sometimes an area of specialization developed when a

Component was invited to join in an inter-agency project.

The experience, competency, and knowledge gained through this

effort were incorporated by the AC staff and then translated

into objectives and actions which allowed further use of these

skills.. As these. new techniques were used more extensively,

the projects began to be recognized as having a particular

style, in terms of their involvement in a specific field.

Finally, an area of program specialization sometimes grew

out of the expertise or interests brought to the job by staff

members. This was most often true of the Coordinator who, in

a leadership position, could most easily draw upon his or her

experience to shape,the direction of the program. Thus; it

was not unusual to find that staff members had picked up on

and incorporated the Coordinators' interests and style.

11-6 00021
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Regardless of the factors leading to any particular

area of specialization, it was expected' that activities would

be directed to the national goals. Although in practice this

often was not, and at times could not, be the case, the goals

represented the uniform standard by which achievement across

projects was measured.

:2.0 THE NATIONAL GOALS

National 'Goal #1: To identify the unmet needs of low-
income families with Children 0-5
years in a designated catchment area.

As of Juhe 30, 1974,, 3,927 needs assessments had been

completed; 2,422 had been completed by May, 1973; and 1,505

were done during the period of June, 1973 to June, 1974. In

contrasting these sets of figures, it shoUld 'be noted that

prior to the summer of 1973 there were seven AdvoCacy Components;

this figure was subsequently reduced to six.

Various difficulties encountered with respect to

collection of needs assessment data were discussed in the

final report of the start-up year. Some of these continued'

to trouble Components during the econd year. Despite the

mandate that assessment constitute an ongoing process,

several Components found it difficta '.. to assess new .families

while simultaneously maintaining owjoing service relationships

with families. Consequently, the rate of new, needs assessments

4



declined. During the January, 1974 Advocacy Meeting in

Washington, D.C., the national staff reiterated its concern

that the needs assessment process be continuous and be

strengthened. For the two months following the Conference,

the rate of completed heeds assessments increased. Prior to

this Conference, Components had been encouraged by the National

Office to expand their catchment areas so that the base of

families available for assessment would be broadened. Two

Components expanded their areas prior to the Conference, and

three Components expanded their areas just after the Conference.

One of the three, Boston, expanded its area of service not so

much to increase the assessment base, as to identify a population

eligible for participatiOn in an inter-agency demonstration

project. With encouragement from the Natiobal Office and an

increased service population, most AC staffs were actively

recruiting new families until the announcement of project

termination, made in the Spring of 1974. At this point, staffs

turned their energies to phasing out, stabilizing and preparing

ongoing families for termination.

At all Components, the data collected from the needs

assessment were used primarily for intake into the program

and for providing background information necessary for effecting

referrals. The needs assessment served as an individual-specific,

case history type.of record containing information oftennot

obtained or obtainable, by service agencies. In this respect,

II-8
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needs assessment data were.valuable to AC staff in that they

not only pinpointed areas requiring attention, but also

provided staff with material that could be used to help

agencies service a specific client, in a more responsive and

,personal manner.

While the importance of this aspect of the needs assess-

ment process should not be minimized, it should be noted that

in many cases opportunities to integrate and use assessment

data in a Wider range effort were not fully realized. Needs

assessment data were not completely tabulated; neither were

the instruments .uniform among projects. Thus, the results of

the assessment process could not be effectively used to present

a profile of a population in need of service. Such a profile

would have been useful to prospective program planners at the

federal, state and local levels and,, in addition, would have

provided AC staff with an important, concrete documentation

of need, useful in their efforts to mobilize community resources.

Of the six Components in operation the second year, only

two, Cleveland and Huntington, had some form of structured

tabulations available to them. At the Cleveland Advocacy_ _ .

Component, needs assessment data were hand-tabulated. For the

most part, however, these tabulations represented unanalyzed

raw data. With the exception of information drawn .from the

assessments to show incoming AC families' use of Hough Norwood



immunization and prenatal services, these data were not

formally used in conjunction with the Component's activities

relevant to other community agencies. At the Huntington AC,

data from the first 150 completed needs assessments were

computer tabulated, and the information was made available

for use by the Region II Health Planners and West Virginia

University. Except in one case, where the use of assessment

data as a referral tool was seen as the only end, AC

Coordinators agreed that tabulations might have proved

helpful. One additional Coordinator stated that it was

unreasonable to expect that AC staff could work toward

program goals and tabulate needs assessments.

An effort was made to secure some cross-project information.

During the first program year, ksupplemental form was added

to the CCR Monthly Monitoring Report requesting data in such

areas as immunization, public assistance, number of pregnant

women identified, number of high-risk expectant mothers. When
0

the Monitoring System was revised in September, 1974, CCR aoked

that the Components provide specific information on the tri-

mestei* during whic% pregnant women begin receiving prenatal

care, frequency of prenatal care, incidence of use of family

planning services, frequency of receipt of dental care, number

of children receiving immunizations as a result of AC inter-

vention; number of children tested for lead poisoning and a

classification, i.e., standard, substandard or deteriorated,

II-10 s
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of the housing units in which Advocacy families live.

come cases, this request for additional data meant that

Components had to revise their needs assessment instruments.

Necessary changes were made so that by. November, 1974,.CCR

was receiving information in these areas.

Additional information relevant to the goal of assessing

community needs will be found in the chapters on families and

on AC-agency relationships.

National Goal #2: To identify all private and public
programs (local, state and federally-
supported) that provide services for
residents in the catchment area, and
to compile information on existing
community services.

Like the needs assessment surveys, the identification of

community agencies was also an ongoing process. As the need

for greater variety of services was established, additional

resources were sought by the Components and when services

were available, linkages between the AC and the agency developed.

While agency identifidation continued, the majority of activities

in this area occurred during the first program year. During that

year, all Components made extensive. efforts to identify all

agencies with bearing on AC families' lives in order to a) es-

tablish the Advocacy Component as a community-based organization,

b) establish AC-agency linkages for the purposes of referral' and

community planning, and d) collect information for an AC

published Community Resource Guide.
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Toward the close of the start-up year and during the

second program'year, the procedures for AC identification of

agencies began to change. At the start of the program, it

was most common for the Advocacy Coordinator to take full

responsibility for meeting with agency administrators, both

to make initial contacts and to obtain preliminary-information.

As the AC outreach workers became more skilled, and as they

increased their knowledge and sophistication, they began to

share this responsibility with the Coordinaiors. The result

of this was twofold: (1) an increased number of agencies

could be covered; (2) the relationships needed for effecting

referrals could be initiated by those persons who Would

actually be making and handling the referrals. In most

instances, AC staff attempted to establish more than a simple

referral linkage with agendies. Thus, during the second year,

more'effort was directed toward establishing and maintaining

specialized ACagency relationships through meetings, workshops,

and joint project participation. These activities decreased

as Components' staffs prepared to terminate the project. In

some cases, preparation for termination invo ved many meetings

with agencies in an effort to persuade community resources to.

.incorpOrate some of the Advocacy functions into their procedures.

These efforts and other information important to this goal are

reported more fully in the chapter on. AC-agency relationships.

II-12
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In all, it may be said that with very minor exceptions,

this goal has been attained: four Resource Guides have been

produced, zmd.all ACs have identified more agencies than has

heretofore been identified by the PCCs in their respective

communities. Some CCR interviews with agency heads in AC
f.)

communities revealed that their agencies are using the ACs

to gain information on available resources.

National Goal #3: To identify the gaps between needs
and existing services.

Activities relevant to this goal were begun during the

start-up year and continued and expanded.during the second

program year. For the most part; the initial procedure

used to identify gaps was somewhat informal. That is,

Advocacy staff, familiar with the community and aware of

needs, met with agency administrators and called to their

attention the existing gaps in service delivery. In few

cases was this an effective means of encouraging change or

mobilizing resources to fill service gaps, National Goal #4.

However, during the second program year, more sophiSticated

activities were initiated. In. some Components, identification

was translated into documentation and the'results of these

efforts were more significant. For example, the Cleveland AC

undertook two studies'in-the areas of housing and welfare in

order to provide concrete documentation of need. Similarly,

the Jacksonville Component was instrumental in heightening

community awareness of the need for day care center-

licensing legislation.
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The impact of these and other major efforts in this area

are discussed in more detail in other chapters f this report.

It is interesting to note here, however, that a new type of

gap was identified: the gap that would exist in the majority

of AC communities when'the Advocacy project was terminated.

Towards the end, a great deal of effort was directed toward

publicizing the need for the continuation of the project and

for the taking on of Advocacy functions by other agencies.

NationalGoal #4: To promote the development of community
resources which will fill gaps in
existing services.

While much first year activity, focused on identifying

gaps, the second program year saw increased efforts on the

part of ACs to mobilize resources to fill these gaps., The

most outstanding example of a new resource created to fill

a gap in services was the establishment of health clinics in

two counties in West Virginia. In some cases, ACs were

successful in stimulating community agencies to provide service.

For example, in Cleveland, AC staff worked closely with their

delegate agency in drawing up a plan to eliminate the potential

gaps created by AC termination: the delegate agency, the

Center for Human Services, planned to fund a'somewhat modified

Advocacy project in Hough, and to work to create a copnty-wide

Advocacy mechanism. In other instances, Advocacy staff, acting

as coordinating agents, drew together agencies and joined these

agencies in developing services to fill gaps'. Examples of this
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.type of action include the Boston AC's e forts to demonstrate

model procedures for implementing the state's 766 Equal

Education At and Cleveland ,., .demonstration project involving

the provision of socia services withi public housing develop-

ments. In some instances, the. ACs were able to fill 'cips in

terms of specific family needs, but not in terms of the needs

of the entire comunitv0 For instnnce, some ACS arranged for

preferential treatment for AC gal-Pines -which thus met their

needs in a particular area, but this included no overilaU of

the system which would ensure that all families could routinely

have this nczed met.

While there were some outstanding examples of successful

efforts to promote the development of resources to fill gaps

in the' service delivery network ,.many of the gaps that existed

in the communities prior to the advocacy effort still exist.

In retrospect, was unrealistic to expect that these relatiVelY

small projects could in two years mobilize he vast network of

local and federal aencies to fill gaps .in health and social

services that have existed for more than a. hundred years.

Activities relevant to filling gaps in resources are

discussed more fully in the chapter on AC-agengy relationships.

National Goal 45:. To assist in bringing together a
comprehensive and efficient delivery
system of servicee .

since the t of the Advocacy programs realization of
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this goal has c nstituted an important aspect of AC operations.

During thc tartup year, this goal wao often translated into

discrete activitis on behal..f, of. indivOuals, That is,

activitie were ot often directed toward making the referral/

service delivery process'more efficient for A6.referred clients..

While these efforts produced satisfaCtory resul*i for AC

families, th .,,gub off" eff6ct or generalized cazry over was

minimal. In many instances, AC -referred families were receiving

preferential treatwantg agenpies were nat making tll same level

of effort to sera their non-AC c/ients. Recognizing this
1,

zituation, Advocacy staffo moved to create a wider sphere of

influence. These broadar-')a ad e ort
f

begun during the firzt

year of operation, continued\pnd expanded during the second

year. Examples of relevant activities include the production

of a patients rights andhook by the Jacksonville AC and

demonStration project by the 'Boston, C veland, and Huntington

Comp,Dnents.

SLmiiar to the three preceding goals, the proqesses involved

in meeting this goal relate primari/y to,agencv contacts and

relationships. Thus,amplete discussion of this goal ,will be

found in Chapter V.

National Goal 0Gt To assist families by referring fhem to
specific 4gencies and follow through. to
enaure that the servicet are provided,

oftcrra tioc cnntitutod the wajor aspect of AC work.

IS-16-
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While ral Coordinat rs spoke of their project's movement.

from case to clisti advocacy, and while class advocacy

activities have, in fact, been undertgkene.the day-to-day

business of the AC remained -family referral and follow-up

to agencie s. date mor than"5 675 referrals have been

effected by the

As a,function of the comprehensive needs of -many of the

families, and because of the dearth of referral sources in

the rural areas, there was a strong desire to provide direct.

services t families. Staff at these Components felt that

merely efLelpting referrals was insufficient and that the OCD

guidelines excluding direct services were restrictive. Since

transportation problems are a major constraint to families

seeking services, some Componnts felt th-their effectiveness

in making referrals was impaired without I bility to provide

families with transportation.

Although in the national planning of the projects, it was

intended that family needs would be met through referrals, in

actual practice it turned out that this was not always pesiblo .

In many instances, families did not follow through on referrals

even after repeated efforts on the part of AC staff. It became

increasingly apparent that a population which is used to

responding primar,O.y to crisis cituati X is not likely to

respond actively to referrals. which are more related to pre-

vention and luso acute need. Moreover, many needs. were identified

which could not be met thrun,lh referrals. For example, in the

rural area there simply le no agency to which housing referrals

can b made.
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The process of referral and the data relevant to this

area are presented in Chapter III.

National Goal #7: To develop a training program for
child advocates in concert with local
colleges and other agencies.

Staff 'training within the Components has been continuous

throughout the life` of the projects. The results of these

extensive efforts are evidenced by the increased sophistication

with which AC staff members performed their jobs. However, in

no instance has a specific course curriculum for training child

advocates at local colleges been developed.

Further informati n relevant to Advocacy staff functions

and training may be found in Chapter VI.

National Goal #8: To ensure the delivery of adequate
services to expectant mothers and
their newborn babies.

atten

This goal was originally set as a priority for program

ion. However, as the information from needs assessments

began Ito be tabulated, it became evident that the population

of pregnant women was not as large as had. initially been

expected, nor were their service needs as great. In all

catchment areas combined, a total of only 672 pregnant women

were identified. Of these, fewer than 100 women were not

receiving prenatal care. While it appears that the majority



of expectant mothers were being cared for properly, this was-

not as true of their infants: 1,311 children were identified

as unimmunized. Thus it has been the procedure for all ACs

to include pregnant women and newborn babies in-the general

referral/service process, but to provide them with preferential

treatment in the way of AC-sponsored activities and close

follow-up.
I

Complete information pertinent to this goal is discussed

in Chapters III and IV.

National Goal #9: To identify high-risk mothers and
children so that necessary medical,
nutritional and other needed services
can be available to them.

As with pregnant women, high-risk mothers were not

identified in as great numbers as was originally

anticipated. Of the 672 pregnant women identified during the

life of the program, 73 (11%) had a high-risk history and

183 (27%) were under 18 years of age. Therefore, the work

done for and with the children of these women was similar to

that done for all target families.

As part of their first year objectives, two ACs specified

an emphasis on high-risk pregnant women and planned special

programs accordingly. Throughout the life of the projects,

one Component, the Baltimore AC, initiated and continued a

program for teenage mothers. All other Components worked

11-19.
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with these families as they would with other AC families,

giving preferential treatment and attention as indicated.

In the final report of the start -up year, CCR identified

an additional goal not included in those outlined by OCD.

This goal is defined as follows:

0 To heighten family awareness and utilization

of existing resources and to encourage the

development of community organization efforts

at the family level.

This goal implicitly underlies all AC family-related

activities in that it describes the anticipated outcome of

all Advocacy efforts. While all Components have worked

toward creating a "knowledgeable clientele," work in this

area increased as the program drew to a close. Coordinators

and staff became even more aware of the need to ensure that

families would be able to competently \negotiate the various

service delivery systems.

While the emphasis on education of families was great

and-in the beginning Coordinators spoke of "working themselves

out of a job" in the sense that families would become their

own advocates, by the end of the program all Coordinators

discussed the unrealistic quality of this expectation.. Some

families did become somewhat more active in their own behalf,

11-20
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but the majority did not learn to become their own advocates

both in terms of personal family needs and community,efforts.

;

Information on progress made toward attainment of this

goal is detailed in the remainder of this report.
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CHAPTER III

THE AC AND ITS RELATIONSHfl WITH FAMILIES
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Data presented in this chapter reflect AC activities on

behalf of individual families, and the relationships between

the Advocacy Components and the families served. The discussion

is based on information collected from each of the Components

through the Monthly Monitoring System. Using this system, AC

staff were asked to supply the following kinds of program

statistics:

O number of telephone calls made to families each

month

number of home visits

O number of referrals,

- brief description of specific reason for referral

- outcome of each referral

1.0 KNOWN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AC POPULATION

The data presented in Table III-1 below, were taken from

the Supplementary Monitoring Form. With the exception of

asterisked items added to the form in October, 1973, the

materials represents cumulative statistics over the life of

the program. As no two Components used the same needs assess-

ment instruments, these data represent the only uniform

information available relating tothe demographic and need

characteristics of the AC population. Design and use Of a data

gathering instrument was recommended by. CCR to OCD, but the desire

to permit the PCC/ACs to develop their own instruments at the

local level outweighed CCR's view of the advantages of obtaining

comparable data on the AC population.

III-1
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Table III-1. Characteristics of the AC population; based on
information from 3,927 needs assessments.

TOTAL-
.

*Type of housing in which families reside: Base =1153
(64)
(19)
(17)

% Living in standard housing ,

S Living in deteriorated housing
S Living in substandard housing

Number of families receiving public assistance 2,322
% Receiving public assistance (59)

Number of families receiving Commodities/Food Stamps 1,533
S Receiving Commodities/Food Stamps (39)

Number of, families receiving Medicaid 1,445
% Receiving Medicaid (37) .

Children 0-5 6,666

Pregnant women
_

Receiving pre-natal care ___
1

672
585

% Receiving pre-natal care (87)

High-risk pregnant women 73

Pregnant women under 18 183

.

*Trithester during which care began: Base .= 127
.

% beginning in first trimester (53)

% beginning in second trimester (40)
% beginning in third trimester (7)

Frequency of pre-natal care visits: Base = 127
% Once every 1-4 weeks (69)
S Once every 5-8 weeks , (27)
% Once every 9+ weeks (4)

*Women using family planning 452
% of women assessed (Base = 853) : (53)

Unimmunized children 1,311

% of all children 0-5 identified (20)

Children not receiving medical attention 774
% not receiving medical attention (12)

Number of individuals who have never been to a dentist 803 I

* Figures from October, 1974
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Needs assessments were conducted on a total of 3,927

families, including 6,666 children ages 0-5. Over one-half

of these families were receiving public assist ce, over

one-third were enrolled in Medicaid, and over one third

received food stamps or commodities at the time of he assess-

ment. The majority of families (64%) assessed betwee October

and June were judged to live in standard housing while 9%

resided in deteriorated housing, and the remaining 17% lived

in substandarcrdwellings. 1 Thus 36% of the families live

housing which is inadequate and not conducive to good care Of

children. It is not surprising that housing problems became

an overriding concern at several ACS. As discussed in Chapter

V, the Cleveland AC, in particular, made a sustained effort to

document housing needs, and to effect housing legislation.

A specific goal of the program was the identification and

referral of pregnant womeni However, inspection of the data

shows that the level of need identified was not as high as

1
Standard housing was defined as units which have no major
defects and contain all plumbing facilities including indoor
toilet, hot and cold running water, and a tub or shower.
Deteriorated housing was defined as those housing units which
have all plumbing facilities, but which have some defects,
e.g., falling plaster, pests, faulty heating or plumbing,
inadequate ventilation, inadequate garbage disposal. Sub-
standard housing units are defined as those which lack one or
more plumbing facilities, and which have a combination of
defects creating present dangers to the health and safety of
the occupants; defects are so extensive that the structure
needs extensive repairs, rebuilding or demolition.
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originally anticipated. Six hundred seventy-two pregnant

women were identified; of these 73 onsidered high-risk

and 183 were under 18 years of a e. Of -11 expectant mothers

identified,. only 1 were not eceiving .re -natal care. Of

the 127 pregnant women a sed by the AC from 'October to

June, the majority (53%) reported that they had begun receiving

pre-natal care during their first trimester; only 7% teported

having waited to seek medical attention 'until the end (third

trimester) of their pregnancy. Similarly, 69% of these women

reported receipt of pre-natal care once every 1 to 4 weeks

while only 4% saw the doctor once every nine or more weeks.

Several Components developed a focus on family planning

activities. Therefore, CCR added an item to the Supplementary

Form in October, asking for information on the number of

women using family planning at the time of assessment. Using

a base of 853, it was found that 452 or 53% of the women

assessed reported using some'form of birth control.

1110

The concern about children's immunizations was supported

by the program's experience. Twenty percent of the children

ages 0-5 were not immunizedatthe time of the needs assessment.

In addition, 12% of the children were ,not receiving regular

attention.

2.0 TELEPHONE CONTACTS

Table 111-2 below presents the number of phone cas to

families made by the four urban Components,.the number made by

the two rural Components, the number of different families
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telephoned, the mean number of calls per family that received

a call, the range of numbers of calls made to a family, i.e.,

the least and.most number of phone calls made to individual

families. All figures represent the number of calls made

from October 1973 through June 1974.

Table 111-2. Telephone contacts.

NUMBER OF
TELEPHONE
CALLS

Urban 1,905

NUMBER OF-
DIFFERENT
FAMILIES
CALLED

737

MEAN NUMBER IRANGE or NUM--
OF CALLS/ IBER OF CALLS
FAMILY.. TO SINGLE
CALLED FAMILIES

2.58 1-21

Urban Compo-
nent ranges 173-633 107-254 1.62-3.45

Rural 175 73 2.39 1-9

Rural Compo-
nent ranges.

TOTALS

. 60-115 17-55 2.09-3.53

2,080 810

Staff members were asked to include in their reports

those calls which were made for purposes other than referral or

follow -up. Therefore, the figures represent only those calls made

in order to keep in touch or maintain the AC-family relationship.

The number of telephone calls made, and the number of

different families called, are fewer in rural than in urban

Components. win rural ACs, telephones did not constitute a
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realistic mechanism for maintaining contact with families,

as few families had telephones.

However, even in urban Components there was tremendous

variability in terms of the frequency of telephone calls to

families; no consistent program of maintaining routine telephone

contact existed at any of the Components.

Comparisons with data from the first year show a high

degree of consistency. Whereas the mean number of calls/family

in the urban ACs was 2.58 in the second program year, in the

first it was 2.62. In the rural programs the year two mean

was 2.39 as compared with 1.95 the first year.

3.0 HOME VISITS

The data on home visits include visits made in order to

effect or follow up on a referral, as well as visits made to

maintain contact, provide support, and express interest in

the family. Again, the figurds represent activities between

October 1973 and June 1974.

Table 111-3. Home visits.

NUMBER OF
HOME
VISITS

NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT
FAMILIES
VISITED

MEAN NUMBER
OF VISITS/
FAMILY
VISITED

RANGE IF NUM-
DER OF VISITS
TO SINGLE
FAMILIES

Urban 3,497 1,204 2.90

Urban Compo-
nent ranges 291-1,692 196-387 1.48-5.27

Rural 4,069 643 6.33

Rural Compo-
nent ranges 877-3,192 254-319 3.58 .86

TOTALS 7 566 1 847

1'1'6 0 0 0 5 3



As contrasted with telephone calls, home visits represented

a more frequently used mechanism for keeping in touch with

families. this was particularly the case in rural Components

where the mean number of visits per family was more than twice

as great as was the mean among urban ACs. As with telephone

contacts the range of visits made to families was great; this

is especailly true in the case of the total number of visits

conducted (291 in one urban Component and 1682 in another;

877 in one ru*al Component and 3,192 in the other). As would

be expected, those Components which reported visits to a larger

number f different families saw th se families less fton than

did those Components which visited fewer families. As i dicated

by the figures in the range" column, some families received

far more ',visits than did others. Frequent visits to a parti-

cular family were generally related to the special needs of

families during crisis periods.

At four Components, the central purpose"f home visits was

to motivate families to accept referrals. AC-family contact, in

terms of the number of home visits was greatest when related to

z.7ecific referral . Once-referral-related noes were met,

staff maintained minimal contact with families, letting the

families kn that if they needed help they -should get in

touch with Advocacy. Since the focus of the staff-family

relationship is centered on helping the family negotiat6.

specific systems in-thecontext of referrals, this may be

called the ombudsman model of case advocacy. Two Ctuqn;

used ongoing home visits for the purpose of maintailling 'oontacTk

xxx.-7 00054 .



providing. suppoitive servio es. around issues which could not he

handled by means of a referral. Sipge the flocus of the staff

family relationship is on Providing support as well a. CU referrals,:

this may be called the friendly visitor model of case advocacy.

These two approaches represent to very different models

of service delivery in a cas--advcoacy context, a is highlighted

halou

Ombudsman model

initi:l needs asseent

referrals

family is notified that
they can call the AC if
any nc.,mxls develop

Friendly_ ViSittn` PI del

initial needs assessment

referrals
49

continued visits for
suort, exploration

needs, oducati

Considering that Advocacy was defined by OM as a model

designed to meet needs by means of referrals and through local.

service integration, the friendly visitor model was probably

an inappropriate service ivery mcan5iem within the Context

of this particular demonstration. However, it developed as

function of the growing awareness that not all family needs

can be met through referrals, and that sometimes just having

a sympathetic ear and a sounding board can be entrem,glylpful.

4.0 RUM-PALS

Table I U balow presents data-On referral activitts

between October 1973 and June 1974. A referral is defined

a.,4the nification of a family, ,7.4 w11 as of a c'courre

that the services of the resource are needed; and the imple

mentation of appropriate follow through to ensure that ...an
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appoitent has been rade.

Table 111-4, Referrals.

- OUMBER OF
LEFERRALS

NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT
FAMILIES
REFERRED

; MEAN
NUMBER OF
REFERRAL/

' FAMILY

Urban ! 1,009 ' 799 1.26

Urban Combnnt
ranges 162-317 : 145-255 1.08-1.64

al 1,636 1.31

Rural Compo-
nent ranges 413-10803 242-19394 1.29-1.76

TOTALS 3,225 i 2, 435 ,

During the nine month.perioda the six Components made a

total of 3,225 referrals on behalf of 29435 families. The

mean number of referrals/family was similar for both urban

and rural pro ects. 5ioweverl as can be seen from the ranges

presenteda one rural Component referred almost twice ac many

families as did all four urban Components together. However,

this large number of Teferrals in the rural Component is really

an artifact of,definitIon. The Leitchfield AC was able to

ffect a very large number of referrals as a result of having

transportation aidee and homemakers on staff. With the avail-

ability of transportation, a direct service that was permitted

in rural area only, the Leitchfield AC was able to utilize

resources in cities outside of their catchment areas reviously

not acQessible to AC families. In addition the Component made



arrangements with local agencies whereby the AC transportation

staff performed tasks for these agencies. Therefore when-

ever the AC transported families for other agencies they

reported this as AC referral activity to CCR. In addition,

the use of PCC/AC homemakers to,_conduct individualized sessions

in the families' homes contributed to this Component's high

referral rate. In a sense, therefore, the referral figures

from this AC are highly inflated. In fact, 5G0 of the reported

referrals for this AC are for transportation.

During both program years, in all Components with the

exception f Leitchfield, which had an inflated number of

referrals, as noted above, the number of home visits exceeded

the number of referrals. There are a number of reasons that,

typically, the number of home visits exceeded the number of

referrals. First, home visits were often a part of the~

referral process. That is, for a given referral, the worker

may have made an initial home visit to either assess the problem

or to make preparatit ns for the referral, a follow-up home

visit once the service was received, and any number of inter-

vening home visits in cases where the family had either missed

an appointment or had need of additional and/or different

services. Considerable problems were associated with motivating

families to use resources and to keep scheduled appointments.

even when AC staff provided transportation td services, accom-

panied the families during the service delivery proces, and

made repeated home visits around a single referral, thd,number

of families failing to use the res urce was still high. The
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fact that many families, particularly urban ones, were already

using a number of resources at the time they were assessed by

.the ACs was another factor contributing to the low referral/home

visit ratio. While the Components did connect families with

needed and previously unused services, resources such as

Public Assistance, food stamps, Medicaid, and local health

clinics were already well known and used. For urban AC staffs,

a major portion of interaction with families focused around

helping families to better use the available services, and

mediating family-resource negotiation problems, both of

which required more home visits than referrals. In addition,

as already discussed, there were many families more in need

of a "friendly visitor" than of a referral to a resource.

4.1 Types of referrals

A tabulation of referrals by major service area is

presented- below in Table 111-5.

III-11
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Table 111-5. Number of referrals in major service areas.

TYPE OF REFERRAL
TOTAL NUMBER
OF REFERRALS

URBAN
REFERRALS

RURAL
REFERRALS

Health 1,277 '338 939
(40) (34) (42)

... .

Educational 479 310 169
(15) (31) (8)

Welfare 409 110 299
(13) (11) (14)

Housing 180 109 71
(6) (11) (3)

Employment 90 40 50

(3) (4) (2)

Psychological 71 37 34
(2) (4) (2)

Miscellaneous 719 65 654
(22) (6) (30)

TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERRA 3,225 1,009 2,216

k

The single largest referral category (40%) was for health

care services. This was true both in urban (34% of all

referrals) and rural (42%) projects. This tepresents almost

no change from the first year when health referrals represented

42% of all referrals. Among rural ACs the lower level of health

care made health care needs a pprticular priority: there were

more unimmunized children, more children Who had never seen a

dentist, and more children who were not receiving medical care.

Educational referrals accounted for 15% of referrals

across all Components, but for almost one-third (31%) of all

referrals made by urban Components. As will be seen in the

following tables, referrals to the PCC largely account for

111-12.
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this high proportion. Educational referrals the first year

represented 14% of all referrals.

Welfare referrals account for 13% of all referrals. This

represents a slicht shift from the.first year when welfare

represented 9% of all referrals.

Housing referrals account for only 6% of all referrals

which is a decrease from the 14% of housing referrals during

the first year. This decrease in housing referrals reflects

growing awareness that housing referrals are unlikely to have

a positive outcome, and that housing problems need to be

handled on'a class rather than case by case basis.

Employment (3%) and psychological (2%) referrals were

relatively rare in the second year and in the first as well

(employment =5%, psychological = 1%).

Miscellaneous referrals account for a large proportion of

referrals (22%) because this category includ s referrals for

clothing, food, and transportation. Such referrals account

for only 9% of all referrals in the first year because :trans-

portation services were not counted as a referral until the

second yearof the program.

4.1.1 Health-related referrals

Presented below is an itemization of the types of

problems and services for which health-related referrals

were effected.

00000



Table 111-6. Health - related referrals.

HEALTH-RELATED REFERRALS TOTAL URBAN RURAL

Immunizgtions # 234 49 185
% (18) (15) (20)

Check -ups . 174 69 105
(14) (20) (11)

Doctor visit for medical 124 19 105
problem (10) (6) (11)

Dental work' 129 18 111
(10) (5) (12)

FaMily planning 112 8 104
(9) (2) (11)

Tests 87 58 29

(7) (17) (3)

Pre-natal care 82 25 57
(6) (8) (6)

Dental check-up 70 23 47
(5) (7) (5)

,

Medication 41 1 40
(3) (*) . (4)-

Nutrition /Vitamins 37 10 27

(3) (3) (3)

Eye check-up 38 8 30

(3) (2) (3)

Enrollment for medical 25 24 1

coverage (2) (7) (*)

Hearth/Nutrition education 29 1 '28

(2) (*) (3)

Speech 27 3 24
(2) (1) (3)

Surgery 11 1 10
(l) (*) (1)

Glasses 18 8 10
(1) (2) (1)

Hearing 13 2 11
(1) (1) (1)

Medical miscellaneous 26 11 15
(2) (3) (2)

TOTAL 1,277 338 939

*.percent equals less than 1



In the rural Components, immunizations, check-ups,

doctor visits, family planning and dental work constituted

the largest categories of all health referrals. Check-ups,

immunizations and tests, primakily lead poisoning tests,

were the major reasons for health-related referrals in the

urban projects.

As discussed in Section 1.0 of this chapter, uniform

data from all Components on identified needs are available

in relatively'few areas: immunizations, medical care, and

dental care.

Presented below are data already presented in Table III-1

in order to demonstrate the relationship between family needs

and AC referral activities on behalf of families. Where

poSsible, numbers represent data over the course of the whole

Advocacy demonstration: May 1972 - June 1974.

Table 111-7. Health needs and AC referral activities.

NEEDS IDENTIFIED AC REFERRALS

Number of unimmunized children: 1,311 574

% of children immunized through AC referral 44%

Number of children not receiving medical
care: 774 464

% of children receiving health
check-ups through AC referral '60%

*Number of individuals who have never been
to a dentist: 803 129

% of individuals receiving dental
check-up through AC referral 16%

* Data are based on October, 1973 June, 1974 only.
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It is apparent that there were many instances of iden-

tified health needs which Advocacy was unable to resolve. The

proportion of lental referrals relative to identified need

is particularly low because the number of ,.rdividuals who have

never been to a dentist includes children 0-3 who may have no need of

a dentist and because dental care in the rural areas is virtually

non-accessible to low-income families, and because families

avoid going to the dentist except in cases of acute pain. To

put it simply, preventative dental care is very hard to "sell."

The rate of immunizations and health care referrals is

also low in proportion to the need identified. There are two

reasons why this occurs. First, many families simply refused

to have their children immunized, and no amount of coaxing or

advocating by AC staff caused them to change their mind'

Second, families are difficult to motivate around preventive

health.care. Accustomed to seeking medical care only when a

child is ill, taking a healthy child for immunizations and check-

ups seems unnecessary. While some pediatricians specializing

in child neglect cases feel that failure to immunize a child is

an act of omission which threatens'the child's health and

which should therefore be reported to child protective services,

the ACs did not take this type of action. Hence, where the

staff could not persuade a mother to have her children immunized

or checked, the topic was eventually dropped.
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4.1.2 Education-related referrals

Table 111-8. Education-related referrals

EDUCATION-RELATED REFERRALS TOTAL "URBAN 'RURAL

PCC enrollment 205 151 54
(43) (49) (32)

Head Start. enrollment 78 36 42
(16) (12) (25)

Day care services 58 58 0
(12) (19) (0)

,

Adult basic 55 26 29
(11) (8) (17)

Kindergarten enrollment 20 20 0

(4) (6) (0)

School transfer 21 12 9
(4) (4) (5)

Educational miscellaneous 42 7 35
(9) (2) (21)

TOTAL 479 310 169
(99) (100) (100)

Among urban ACs, referrals to PCC accounted for 49%

of all actions in this area. Particularly in two urban

communities, the Components took on the responsibility of

actively recruiting new participants for the Parent-Child

Centers. While the national guidelines stated that ACs could

not service PCC families, there was no stipulation against use

of AC staff on behalf ot the PCC. Thus, in some cases, the

PCCs took advantage of the Components' outreach capacity to

recruit new members. Although the percentage of rural referrals

to PCC is not as high as that for urban projects, it does
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constitute the single largest category of rererral in this

area (32%).

'Among urban projects, almost one-fifth (19%) of the

education-related referrals were for day care services; such

services were not available to rural families. However, one

quarter of the rural referrals were to Head Start, twice as

many as were made by urban ACs.

4.1.3 Welfare-related referrals

Table 111-9. Welfare-related referrals.

WELFARE RELATED REFERRALS TOTAL URBAN RURAL

Food stamps/Commodities 24
-4-

%

195
(48)

16
(15)

179
(60)

Special services/ 67 52 15
Emergency grants (16) (47) (5)

Medicaid 66 9 57
(16) (8) (19)

Enrollment 43 19 24
(11) (17) (8)

V.A. or Social Security 19 3 16
(5) (3) (5)

Increased payment 12 7 5

(3) (6) (2)

Problems with DSS staff 3 3 _

(1). (3)

Welfare miscellaneous . 4 1 3

(*) (1) , (1)

TOTAL 409 110 299
(100) (100) (ion)
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In the rural areas, food stamps/commodities represented

the single largest welfare-related referral category (6n).

In one community this large referral rate was due to a shift

from commodities to food stamps. In these cases, outreach

workers often acted as facilitators or mediatOrs to help

families make the transition. special services or emergen-

grants accounted for 47 of the urban welfare-related referr: ;.

Although most often requested funds were for furniture, this

category also'included requests for clothing allowances and

emergency sybsidies when a family's monthly allotment was

exhausted.

Although a substantial proportion of AC families receive:.

welfare payments prior to the advent of the projects, in the

second program year, 19 of the rural welfare-related referrols

were for Medicaid enrollment and i7 of the urban referral;

were for general welfare enrolimnt. Thus, it seems that

while pooplo may have been enrolloi, many were not reccivIno

their full benefits.
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4.1.: Housing-related referrals

Table 1 1 10. Housing-related referral.

-HOUSINRLTED REFRLS TOTAL URBAN RURAL

Relocation $ 105 69 36
(58) (63) (51)

Household appliances/
Furniture

30
(17)

, 6

, (6)

24
(34)

Physical improvement/ 13 11 2
Rei;airs (7) (10) (3).

Pest control 7 7 -
.

(4) (6) -

Housing miscellaneous 25 16 9

(14) (15) (13)

mailummem

TOTAL 180 109 71
(100) (100) (101)

The majority of housing-related referrals among both

the urban and rural ties were for relocation (63 urban and

51, rural). The category of relocation reflects dissatisfaction

with present dwelling because of space problems (too large, too

small), condition, or location. As with job placement, a

relocation referral might have been made at the .family's

request although the worker might not have known of any avail-

able units. That is, these referrals were often made to real

estate agents who tried to find suitable space for the client.

However, within eaeh of the catchment areas, housing represented

a major problem area both in terms of the condition of /1'.

family dwellaniTz and the availaloility e other suitable dwOlinqs.

X1110
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While this was true in both urban and rural lOcations,

the rural 1Cs and their families faced the additional problems

posed by storm, floods and, in Leitchfield, a tornado, all of

which adversely affected housing units. The destruction of

property brought about by enironmental conditions also

accounted for at least ,a,f the 34 of the rural housing

referrals made for apps and furniture. This category,

hkwever, als,oinciuded criZo, beds and baby furniture, needed

for reasons other than disaster. The percentage of such

referrals was lower in the urban areas as these needs were

most often referred to the Department of Social Services which

c.uld supply emergenCy (furniture) grants.

4.1.5 mpjntrolatedr

Table tlX Em 1)

oferrs

yment-related referrals.

iMPLOYARNT.E, A E" REFERRALS , TO1:t14 uRBAN

20

L_JTJRAL

38 ,b placement 4 58

Job trainins/Rehab

, 7 .

21
23

10
(748)

,,,

,,,,

4)

Try job placepent , 7

(0
1

01
6

,

Q12)

Vocational tetting/
Counseling

, 4 - 4

,..

-...
TOTAL

1 ...

J'' 96

(99)
40,

' )101)

50
nom

During th nion month- r;rici, the ACs made 90 epp_oymont-

related referrals° .Fmployment represented on ores of great



-.

need avong Advocacy families. En both urban and rural ACs,

Job placement wao the most ftequent reason for an employment-

Teelated refurra1 OM o urban referraIsv76% o ruraD. Howeve'0

these large vercentages represent a maxlmum, of only. 58 persono.

ePhe num4.er wao proablylower as reforrals of tho natury

of required fFlollow-up appointments) The fact taiPt the

number of referrals for Job placement was so lou might be

ipdication ofewareneoo, 'ic.loTx:.-mg- both staff pembers and familie2F

--that it. wa7, ooiLy diffica)ft 4, if not imposoiblet to find

jobz'c,

Urban referrals for training represent primarily the

of of-one Ccmponent, This AC sponsorcd a siu-wee% employment

work;,Lhop at the end of tithicn 16 persons were referred to a

training proqrar.

1045 Poycholica?, referral.

Tabte 1X1 2. Psychological referral:1.

PS YCCii , IX:VE:riltnir,,r, iff, URIMM RUPAL :

Poychiatric care/Coonselinq !,-1 .., 57 3

Developmental/
Behavioral problems

,
i

Psvchological testing . 5 1
1

- - i

,

1 4

Retardation
_

i,

'1

3

(4).

1

11,

,

,i

TOTAL 71

5:4fP',

3il

(:101)

1

f(TLR't
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The majority (802) of referrals in this area were Made

for psychiatric care or counscAing. In the urban Ccomponents,

the fact that. 35 referrals wereMade in this category was due

prmarily to the.activities of the Cleveland AC. The Component

delegate agency provided the AC staff with a part-time case-

worker/counsolor to when it can be assumed the majority of

these referrals were made. In the rural'emponents referralz

were made most often to County Nental Health Deartments and

classps.

4.1.7 thoo1 laneous referrals

Table III-13. Mi;scellaneous referrals.

.. ' wi, TWT-HTTT,k.

' Tranoportation ii
, 257 4

,,, (36)
13

(20) ,

244
7(37)

Clothing 184
(26)

15
(23) (26)

1 Kliqin(K' 'Ilit k V r 159
(22)

3

(5) :

156
Jo

rood 76
(II)

18
(28)

,30.61

(9)

29

1
(4)

.

9

(14)
, 20

(3)

, Folter hopelMoptio n/
Custody

9

(1)

, i5

( 8 )

4
( 1 )r--

Abi-lrtien/P1:-.nt for
L_ unuel n znth,,n .

2

(*)

2

1

( 3 )
-

Da'by zittiv,q

(*)
Jr

- (.'2)

' -

TOTA i,,

_ , ,

719
(1101. .

1 65

101)
.., . ,

e-4
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Rural Components referred ten times as many people for

needs doscribel in this area than did urban ACs. Of 17:10.654

rural AC families referred for miscellaneous reasons, 400 or

6n, were refexred to AC workers for transportation, and/or

homem&zer servicc:s in the Leitchfield AC. Referrals for

clothinq represented another major referral category among

:cural AC's (26). For the most part, these referrals had

succesgful outcorles as Co: ponents had built relationships with

specific agencies that provide crerçcncv clothing.

on urLzAn ACs, food, clothing, and transportation were

the most frequent categories of support service referrals.

These three categories represent 41 persons or 7lf:, of the

families who reeivr.:d miscellaneous referrals.

4.4 The outcp of

Presented jr ?ables II!-14a and III-14h are the outcor1,7s

associated with rferrals m;de on hcAialf of the urban and

rural AC far-ilies.



Table 1,11-14a. Urban referral outcomes.

CATECOR. 1 2 3 '

Health
.

.,,

11 18
(3) (6)

3

(1)

47
(14)

248
(76)

Educational 12 6 31 123 121
(4) (2) (11) (42) (41)

4-

Welfare 0 0 11 43 56
(0) (0) (10) (39) (51)

Housino 2 4 16 50 34
(2) (4) (15) (47) (32)

Employment 4 1 8 41 17
(6) (2) (11) (58) (24)

Psychological 1 2 0 6 26
(3) (6) (0) (17) (74)

Miscel aneous 2 0 1 18 _R-0.--
(5)

,

(0) (2) (411 (49).

Base: Total
Referrals by outcome 32 31 70 328 522

'e; of Total
Referrals made 3 3 7 33 53

1 -,,,, Appointment not kept, end of referral
2 Appointment not kept, rescheduled
3 Services cannot be provided or family ineligible
4 = Appointmnt kept, need follow-up or awaiting

action by resource
roblem resolved

111-25
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The great majority of referrals (8 had a successful

(53%) or a partially successful outcome (33%). However, it

is important to note that successful outcomes varied as a function

of the t/pWof problem referred and that partially successful

outcomes in some cases can be counted as a success and in others

can be counted as no more than placement on a long waiting list.

For example, a visit to the doctor which regAires a follow-up

appointment can be counted as a success since the problem is

in the process of being treated, whereas placement on a waiting

list for new housing in no way ensures that the family will

ever move.

Seven percent of all urban referrals resulted in the

family not receiving service because of ineligibility or

unavailability of service. This was especially true in the

categories of education, employment, housing and welfare. In

only six percent of referrals were appointments recorded as

not kept. Relating this figure to comments made by Coordinators,

it is clear that this 6% represents a gross underestimate for

first appointments. Often families did not keep first or second

appointments and had to be repeatedly urged to follow through.

Earlier attempts to motivate families often went unrecorded.

Seventy-six percent (76%) of all urban health referrals

had a positive outcome and an additional 14% had a near positive

outcome in the sense that some action had been taken and a

follow-up appointment was made.
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In terms of educational referrals, 41% had a positive

outcome and 42% resulted in placement on a waiting list.

Most of those.resulted in eventual placement in the PCC or

Head Start.

The high proportion of successful welfare-related referrals

(51%) is interesting when contrasted with the low success rte

during the first piogram year. During the start-up year, more

referrals were made in this category, but fewer resulted in

positive outcomes (17%). The figures for the second year may

represent an indication of the improved relationship between

Departments of Social Services and Advocacy Components during

this period.

nil'

The two categor'es in which successfu3 outcomes were low,

were employment a housing. The problem was not that the

Comp6nents were unable to make the proper referrals in these

areas, or that the Components had not established linkages with

the appropriate agencies, but rather that both employment

opportunities and housing were scarce. While the proportions

of families placed on waiting lists were high (employment: 58%

and housing: 470), it could not be expected that the majority

of outcomes would be positive. Actual jobs were in short supply,

and while job training programs were available, there was little

guarantee that graduates could be placed. Housing pi.esented a

similar problem in that few sound financially viable units

existed in the catchment areas.

While the total number of referrals made in the category
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f "psychological" was small, the proportion of "prOblem

resolved" outcomes (#5) was as high as that for health.

In this instance it should be noted that an outcome 5 probably

refers more to7the fact than an appointment was kept and a

service of some kind performed rather than the actual

"resolution" of a problem.

Miscellaneous referrals had a high success rate (49%)

because in moat cases these referrals were for simple concrete

services, e.g., food, clothing, transportation, that could

easily be provided for families through the ACs linkages with

charitable and social-service type agencies.
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Table III-14b. Rural referral outcomes.

CATEGORY 1 2 3 4 5

Health # 29 102 8 474 325
% (3) (11) (1) (50) (35)

Educational 21 3 20 55 70
(12) (2) (12) (34) (41)

Welfare 2 7 16 165 109
(1) (2) (5) (55) (37)

Housing 1 0 7 22 41
(2) (0) (10) (31) (58)

Employment' 3 1 3 25 18
(6) (2) (6)' (50) (36).

Psychological 0 5 0 25 4
(0) (15) (0) (73) (12)

Miscellaneous 1 40 6 155 389
(**) (7) (1) (26) .(66)

t

Base: Total #
Referrals by outcome 57 158 60 921 956

% of Total
Referrals made 3 7 3 43 44

1 = Appointment not kept, end of referral
2 = Appointment not kept, rescheduled
3 = Services cannot be provided or family.ineligible
4 = Appointment kept, need follow-up or awaiting

action by resource
5 = Problem resolved

Referral outcomes for the rural Components show trends

similar to those outlined for the urban projects. Overall,

a total of 87% of the referrals resulted in either problem

resolution (44%) or outcome 4, appointment kept,- need follow-up

or awaiting action by resource (43%). This was especially

true in the case of miscellaneous referrals (920 of outcomes
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Were either #4 or #5). As was noted, miscellaneous included

tangible services and in the case of the Leitchfield Component,

services that could be provided directly by AC staff, particularly

transportation and homemaker services. As was the case in the

urban ACs, over three-quarters of the health-related referrals

had positive or near positive outcomes.

While only 100 of the referrals resulted in either a #1

or #2 outcome, this might be an underestimate as was noted in

the description of urban referral outcomes.

5.0 SUCCESSES AND FAILURES: SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

The ACs made many successful referrals on behalf of families,

although the expectation that all families referred would be

helped was hot met. Some needs, particularly in housing and in

employment, were not met due to non-availability of resources,

other needs were not met because families were resistant to

AC intervention or because they could not be motivated. All

of the ACs described cases of families which they considered

had been helped a great deal and cases of families which they

had not been able to reach. The following are examples of both

successes and failures.

5.1 Successes

° Family #1 - One child with cerebral palsy received

therapy and extensive medical equipment and the mother was

given information regarding his care and training to administer

therapy. A second child, with a heart condition, was accepted

by Crippled Children and was treated by them.

111-30
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o Family 02 - A child with a heart condition was seen

by Crippled Children and received a diagnostic examination and

medication. Upon examination an orthopedic condition was also

found and treated. The mother needed instruction and support

in learning to cope with the child in order to promote develop-

ment, despite his disabilities. The father received surgery to

insert a pacemaker. He is also almost totally deaf, diabetic,

has a kidney condition, poor vision, prostate condition and

respiratory problems. He will receve a hearing aid and

further surgery when his condition permits.

o Family 4f3 - The mother was concerned that something

was wrong with her four year old child and took him to the

Chiren's Clinic. He was subsequently hospitalized but they

ha a not diagnosed his problem. The AC followed up on this.

The local Health Nurse assured AC that the P.K.U. test had been

given and that there was no chance that +,.t was P.K.U. But

after much encouragement and several appointments with Compre-

hensive Care and Children's Hospital, it was found that he was

a P.K.U. baby. The family is now drawing SSI and the child is

going to a school for the handicapped. Since attending the

e-4school, the child is toilet trained which the mother had tried

before without success, and the mother is relieved of the burden

of continuous care.

o Family ')4 - Advocacy provided medical and dental help

for the children. The mother is using family planning and the

children have been immunized with Advocacy intervention. The

111-31
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mother has been sewing and making clothing for the children

drapes and curtains for the home. Two of the five children

are mentally ret.ardod and one of these children has been

enrolled in the Advocacy Head Start program and the regular

Head Start session. The oldest child, also retai'ded, has been

referred to the Commission for Handicapeed Children and another

child has been goin7 to a Comprehensive Caro Speech Therapist

for evaluation. The father was referred for employment.

Family_45 - This family has eight children - age two

to seventeen years. The family was in need of health, ducation0

and welfare assistance when the AC first made contact with the

mother. The mother was ver7 ill - she had hen in an auto-

mo!Ain accident, suffered a mild brain concussion, and continued

to r:xperionce severe anxiety. Advocary made special arrangeents

for the mother to enroll her two-vi.N1r-old in an all day, day

care contor for worlang mothoi*s; the child was accoptc,d undo'r

the condit Len that tl,o child would he doppod as soon as the

mother was bettor. In making regular visits to the home to

see how the family was qettinq along, the AC found the family

in need of food. he family received food stamps but the mother

was unable to purchase the stamps that month because she lad

three children gradu.itinq from 7,chool which created additional

expenses. Advocacy contacted the Salvation Army for an emer(4oner

food order and the family received it. The family also reciiv4:.!A

clothinq a a result of a reerral. After the A(7 became mere

familiar with the mother, the wor%or could see that the ha
anniety was not Aiminihinl so the AC ia ted that she attona
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the Child Guidance Clinic. As a result he -condition is reported

to have improvod.

Plnilv 6 - The her is 2.4 years of age, pregnant,

and unmarried with three children, under the age of seven.

The mother was re red for psychiatric services becaus she

had unre:Alistic fears about sending any o her children to

school.. She becamq, convincvd that_ sho should send her six ycer

of child to school, for the first time. Proviously, the child

attended school two or threc, d,ays out of a nine-month period.

2dditiena,17, the family was r4'orred f-or, and received, foci

stamps, ,and -when tho family was thratne,,i with eviction

Advocacy prey iii help to pr,:vnt this. The not her delivered

#a fine ho girl, asd the chilOren are attending school re,-Tnlrtv.

The mother her 11.,:.-4t7t1 to 7iho nt or eo n ter of uottinfl

Fer lv,rsolf em: her fapily.

heni 7 .. The t . T.

4T, t of

live at hone a,le:1 17, 15 and 4 vc-ar. 7he for year 01.1

born bli,na. The rther ta 1:;:!or%ing on ,o.Tala not

C.707: her 1,,lina The 17 var old ,I.,..uqht(7,r hA to gtill!: hen

from 1whcmJ1 soll(fla^F; to ur.o varo of the eh d hich got her

in trouMe whot. le. en to iplain the

oituaf-{-,ion t.o L:10 fi;',001. After none refer e I p;ercrdl no

oporat,ion anl 7.-Irean of the

oorvio, ;avoc,. flnallv oet. ceid to aont tlr ThiL

in th
rofc,rn: tho fee zreeoeo I were canl
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Family - This faily con ssts cif a Pother, her

c7hilarn, anl her 11F, rlonth old qiandchild. The' mother

had bf_I-n 1!_n ty.:,it. of. h%Torten,:,ion ,:ieprons5on fcr the past

six yoar. In sho was v:_ior mf,,licatinn and

suife fron haach, which adf.. it uncomfortal:It:

gor hL tn eradurt: 11!ht :And The AC hecarv, jnvo

with thy. ,t th,2 4'..,o7.lained of difficultio wth

7-.z: that sh,:, wa5 rncovIrin no

and and tht she

r%- to aelmit her:

to t L riot eilNQ

4n16;:- tt,J

O

1%

tho
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As can :=1c,en iron thuse eNanpic.,-.38 th© AC2 did

nterrw on ii%Tpili:n. with 1itLae OK

1.to Lnowlodqe of hCip, or how 7:0 neiptiate

heaRth and

efli?ort an0 d("AicAttone-

becau.? treAn

rinc 7n

lo,70 va%inq

-1,7117 vo f.,,Ist,:.,11% and ,7advec,It

on thvAr

rEt

wor

ttio:

till

*

!, 1

',671 H!1

f
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no to make any Progres. The children and house wem

always dirty and smelly. On ,soveral occaoiono the in tho

-t Luo cht(Iti,in hottlo was geon Co be sonr and diTtl,r. Dirty

clothing wa!:,, ot:ton thrown evoryt7hur'e dirty Wevipers 'ore 'drying.

on thP oven:Ocoro dizty dizhes we..,.reall over the house and often

there was no to in to ,3tove, despite the fact th,:51t there

WEA0 wooa on the porch. Tin oont, qarbage,, dirtv Pampers),

broken hottdes, and meg% were everywhero in the yard. NeiqhhOrs,

Welfare and Adva,?acv ers tried to find emplovmunt for the

father but WYP rnzuccegful. Ttca,,, AC free1.1 that, nothing

ttc1 wlth this family.

Familtv 011 - The f.amily refnzed medical trewment

- 0

needed bv the ch,j1.Mren and ,,,,,p)ulta not t7,.onTiataer nlanning.

Theke arc. nine Ilvinq.ehildron addition to' to decclascW)

Tangling, :in aqv fni:4r; to Aq :ftcnaths Tho three yolAnw,Qt

children 18 4Tth, 2-12 and 3-1/2 yt'ars have had no immun,

tions ,:.andi the w,-Aher rofnsea to low the: AC to t. :o to

the (I,hniv. NUAQ Off the chiHrpn attend whool. AC h.41'1 c.,

succes7,, in qetting any h'.qp or coration From tW? Board of

Education or the nt7 Traant Officer in 5nch case.

Famlly Thi=,5 is a falTzily with F,even chtdleen, the

three yonnqst aged 1-11/2, 2-1/2 and 3-1/7.,? 111:.i.ue. had no shot.

They refuzed pormisnion to tho AC to

immuni2ations. not attend (:,-,ow:;titr

..Q
sessiono, r;oniAer famlv-rdhnni!,,,1

the AC offered. Th I ht -t

Icetard0, but they ref,af,,ela to ggy) for di,agntg,.,
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FRilv 013 - child Advocacy tred to work with this

mother and her four chiLdren. Ti children have not received

aW immunizatthno although. the mother is a :licensed practica

nuroe and thrw live Inc; bloc% from the clinic. The nurse at

the clinic Ms evr,n thfc?'home to do Dlmunizationse but

the children never completed tlwir immunizations. The her

did not h'eelp her apartment cleany the neighhor complained and

the conditions i,ore dascribd as unlivdable. 3he did not send

the children to school 1Tegularly0 During one month the children

were out of schwa for sixteen days. The school social worker

stated that the' talhed with the mother constantly about sendinq

the chiadren to ochool. Shr io c,nt the truant officer to the

home about t:le ,.'qIi1dren. The school also tool: the mother hethro

:iudq(7, in Juveaile cOurt, which did not accomplith anvthing, The

oth6r stated th%t tt,e did not have th?: monv to give the chi2Aron

to ride thZ-: ti,a to school daily and cent inurA to snl thm

irregularly. Aftor not bini able to notiwme this nother at_

all, th(? AC roferred hez* to the Chzld (luliinc e Clinic toe counling,

but nevr follmed through.

Pamil,:f .L14 The first contact with this family wa2

through the 7 project. The coal was to rake the family morQ

aware of the lopwtance oE havthg their child or children

screenv i-Tor d*velopmontal, ph7j^sival, and emotional problems.

The fit vitt wa; maJe hy two stLWents frorl Tuft2 University.

They assessed tha fanilv'- neodr nd found teat the mother and'

two of her childrcn -41.And 471amles. 'Me AC oade the second

and rciqizter4 the whole family at ti-:;. nw.bury Com7,rnsivc:
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Commanity Health Center heoauoc; they hi no permanent health

afrnitic.n: ;.4:trle3ts ware made and mioed.

the 5c%reeninq, the chi ww7, .,4n1 to have both vioual and

pro,lem.s. The..? taoblers were disc!ussed with the m_thr

who was to of taking hi r to thr clinic for

!7;0*7:171A jyi concerne at that

late_:rc nw thQ child was fxh;724,aled for

teztinq Jv school, tAlt shr .: kc;pt the

child "it ,r4!c (1,f th tr=stinq. The family

for chilArn did no

r1177,terrA)

thr: 7,:idnapv.d

When the-

trvf';

ri,r6 Jvn;

thc:r t./)

y44;; th

in Ac ;:irrin,4(4 fr A thr,

to (:?nrol chidn in P4-,;vii

vv4id (-11ri, if thc,, AC cold %,:47

C feJr

rl'7ALr
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assistance on very specific issues. In many cases, AC staffs

were extri-r.,ely resourceful around finding and mobilizing

resources to provide assistance; nevertheless, the problems

were often so massive that little could be done to signficantly

effect the lives of the parents and their children.
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CHAPTER IV

GROUP MEETINGS
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Since the program's inception,, Component staffs have

encouraged family participation in AC-organized group

activities. Mass meetings, workshops, ongoing group sessions

and planning meetings have been held with varying degrees of

regularity so that families could:

o better understand the importance and relevance

of a variety of services: e.g., preventive health

care, educational programs, dental care, etc.

o better understand their rights vis-a-vis service

delivery systems. This includes knowledge of what

services are supposed to be available through

agencies such as Welfare, the Department of Housing,

and the local Health Plqn and how to negotiate

these systems in order to obtain services.

o learn new skills helpful to them in their roles as

consumers, parents, wage earners and community

residents.

o have input into the direction of the Advocacy

Components.

o advocate on their own for changes in the service

delivery system and for the creation of new

services.
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At each Component, every Coordinator and staff member

viewed group events as a valuable vehicle for wide-audience

dissemination.of information. However, at each Component,

staff also voiced frustration experienced in relation to

encouraging family participation, and sustaining interest

and attendance. The Coordinator of an urban AC commented

that, "even the Welfare Rights Organization has trouble

getting people to turn out and this is an area of immediate

importance to 'families." Rural Components cited the non-

availability of transportation as a major constraint to

participation. However, in urban areas where transportation

was not as great a problem,, and in rural areas where the ACs

have provided transportation, attendance at group meetings was

still relatively low. A determination is still to be made of

that combination of factors which would maximize family

participation even after two years' extensive, and at times

innovative, effort. Comments from Coordinators seem to

indicate that there is not one "package" which is effecti'ie

or applicable to all Components. One urban area Coordinator

felt that the best method to use in order to ensure participa-

tion was, as sham termed it, the "crash approach." This entails

a last minute door-to-door canvassing by outreach workers to

remind families of the upcoming event and to ask them, once

again, to attend. At two other urban Components, Coordinators

indicated that they too had used the "crash approach" in

addition to much pre-event publicity, and had even sent workers

00:0D0



to people's homes right before the meeting so that families

would not have to arrive alone, but that these efforts did not

appreciably improve attendance. Rural Coordinators felt that

serving food and beverages fostered participation, while some

urban Coordinators said that serving lunch and providing child

care services was of no avail. Some meetings were held during

the day and others were scheduled for the evening; some

meetings were highly structured and others were open-ended; all

meetings were planned around the expressed interests of the

families, and yet participation remained a stumbling block.

This is not to say that the entire family group meeting effort

was a failure, indeed there were some notable, highly successful

events. However, taken as a whole, the experience seems to

indicate a marked discrepancy between effort and outcome.

2.0 PREPARATION Tim AND ATTENDANCE

As part of the revised Monthly Monitoring System imv e-

liNnted during the second year of program operation, Components

were asked to submit the following information relevant to

events involving more than one family:

O type of activity

O issue/topic-

O overall number of families attending

O number of AC families attending

O number of activity-hours per month

IV-3
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number of preparation hours/per activity ..n the0

areas of

o home visits/telephone calls

o publicity

o recruitment of speakers

0 planning and information gathering

0 provision of transportation tor participants

The figures presented below reprc!sent averages computed

on the basis of 72 different events sponsored by the ACs during

the period of November, 1973 - Juno, 1974, inclusive.

a) Total number of persons attending AC events 1,420

b) Average number of persons attending 20/event

c) Median number of persons attending 13/event

0*-134

e) 'Total number of AC participants attending 784

f) Average number of AC parti&ipants attending 11/event

g) Median number of AC participants attending 7/event

h) Range

i) Total number of preparation hours 943

j) Average number of preparation hours 13/eyent

k) Median number of preparation hours 10/event

1) Range 0-73

d) Range

,......,.,}1,.
* A meeting was called to hold elections to a PCC council.
AC workers put in 12 hours or preparation time, but no-
one attended the meeting. The zero is include in the range
because of the preparation time involved. If t 's meeting
were excluded, the lowest end of the range would be two
persons.
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Certain cautions should be enercit7c?d when viewing the
0

"average" figures. As measures of central tondcnIcy, they are

distorted by extremes which are occasioned, in turn, by wide

variations in the typos of programs reprosontd. For exampl,

"avorage" attendanoe figures include mass meetings, as welI

as very small "rar groups." Clearly, the avoraqe is distorted

(biased) to the extent that there ato not proportional. numbers

of each type of mooting, or to the extent that there are no

"mid-si?ed" meetings. The same holds true with respect to

the "average hours preparation" category: different types of

program require very different types and amounts of prepar.ation:

the average eon ho 111,1hly distorted, as a result. The rela-

tively great ran,T,-,- as,lociatod with both the attendance and

preparation-time s ,nipport the need for caution in

interpreting these data. kiven the possibility for distortion

of average values, the ImNlian values presented represent

a better estimate. As would be expected, the medians for all

categories are lower than the averages. This is as reflection

of the numerous smaller group meetings conducted.

Approximately one-half of the persons who attended AC

activities were AC families; the remaining attendees were

usually PCC members, community residents, or prospective AC

participants. In some rare instances, the "others" attending

included Agency representatives. At various points during

Tv-s
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the AC or diaqrocen,s aros,e over the question of

whethr or not such event should open to Pee familic.

Certain events wore discontinued bouno the Eamilies partic

pating were either exclusive or in large pa- PCC rather

than AC families. The con of the meeOncli thc:

extent to which pc,Tsons oo of the AC attnnded.

scale events W.g., mass meetinqs, wor%shopM that were not

AC specific in. content wore Likely to draw outside parti-

cipation and seemd to be viewed by attendenI and involved

agencies as ucompunity happeninqs." In the case of events

sponsored jointly by the AC and other community resourcesp

or in evento involving ouoide resources, it 0id not see

reasonable to limit pcirtipation to AC

An avoraqe of 13 hourti, or a Px,diian of lfl lours, of

prcTaration were reau,red for cach_event. Thus in termo

hours of preparation pr attendee, those figures are .66

and .77 hours respectively. Preparation time does note

however, include AC staff tine .pot at the events, so the

total numbe3:, cf staff hours reclUd to prod
d

a session

,tlere actually higher. Unfortuna,4elv, the exist no standards

for comparison; thbre are ô Ric;tiVe.data available re
-

--gardinq thnumber of hours of preparation time in relation

to the type of event or the number of individuals attendinq.

Moreover, no criteria are avOlable for measurement of Impact

on those attending.

C.
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F:' OF rvrq..;T

Tne eveni or (...Tvn7o, by the Adccaey

ptinvnt teprooent a t.5-4:,d.lzanac, of t©pic are,,,In and Liitlir:,ed

a numl!' Seme Cmvnnent

lid' in elvtin tv:: ovvnt5 1.h had provc

most %uccof.:°1,, whVie C'ip.,5nentG sponsored events

which releete area of interst at a particulr

timt7=. Thu fel4Iwin,-,1 OintratiVe'vii: the typo5 of aelivi-

tis in whiell,,,:7ment!-7.

Baltioyc

The Fialtit prflarily in of

cvenM3 anemin.club e;md occamonat maso meeinT2;0'

Initiall, respot-gdan to a. no,d identJEied by another co-z.,antty

rec.:,ource, tile AC org,J4nized the Teenaapa -lotherg Club, se%knei

pro rvice and support to taunagerz who had left schol

due V6 pregnane.y. !,:octinqlkly, the teenagrq; struetea

the r own se,7son s with .the hOp of an AC staff msmbor wno

agted as a resourc facilitator and guidance counselor° (imlia

care and child development were discussed, as wre job trathig

progras, continuing education, family planninq, drOg

and sociM, acties. Fifteen oI the to1y 40 membrg

obtained summer jobs through an AC-wLitten proposal, three

mothers returned to.sehool a full-t nd

families were enrolled in ,the PCC. The teenawTs wevo cF)-3-

cerned about the future of their club af t C termination°
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conzn 1:.-d by AC ..md VCC otaff, lahQ

oearcnwf. ii;c: on t)i. funvtion of_ cl'Ib

C;15WY, '1A Of 71- ;,,71 21.tznq, no Y:irtn'..;os ben

f-ound tt= 77 thouOt

tncotpor4 :into plrngv:,

In tvr,T., ,i7).)ocur
lcj aDd do

nut Baltill-Te AC

it hIt0A-02 4iqhly

tv.t.tn otnrz,. catci-iant

avc.-a

In a p.,:zt.Ic-dlat'L-y
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complaint about treatment received from a DSS worker, the

District Manager made it clear that what had happened was

not what was supposed" to happen and requested that anyone

who had such problems contact him. The AliC Coordinator

mentioned to CCR staff that after the workshop, people had

a better feeling about Welfare's intentions, and that they

--:-just might call the District Manager when they have a
/

Problem.

Boston

The Boston AC began a series of group events early in

their' history. During the first program year, two series

were begun: pre-natal care classes and a weekly luncheon

meeting. The former, conducted by the Health Advocate,

were continuously troubled by poor attendance. Started

with only three or four women, the group site grew atone

point to thirteen. However, as group members\began to have

their babies, new expectant mothers did not join, attendance

dropped back to two or three- women. per session and the classes

imately discontinued.

The weekly luncheon.meetings faced a different set of

problemS. These meetings, open to AC and /CC families, were

held at the PCC every Monday afternoon arid. were chaited

either by resource persons from other agenci6e or by AC

staff. Meeting topics emerged from participant discussion, and

included such topics:as housing, Welfare rights, day care,

education, medical areas, and drugs. However, even though
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the topics were self-geneate'd, and lunch, transportation,

and child care services were provided, attendance by AC

, families was low.. PCC family participation was somewhat

higher as these persons were, for the most part, already at

the Center. While attendance did improve somewhat toward

the 'start of the second year, the ratio of AC to PCC families

remained skewed. Due to this imbalance, the meetings were

discontinued.

While these meetings were being phased-out, the Advocacy

Component became involved in what is termed the "766"

demonstration project, and family group events took on a

new focus.

The 766 Project was chaired by the Alliance for

Coordinated ServiCes and involved several agencie\within

the community, among them the AC. The State of Massachusetts

passed the Special Education or 766 Law requiring the assess-

ment of all children ages 4-21 and the development of an

educational plan for each individual, based on the assessment.

The Law, due for implementation in September, 1974, was new

to the school system, where it generated much concern as to

the feasibility of effectively implementing its mandates.

It was with the idea of developing a model for implementation

that the Alliance took on the coordination of the 766 Prpject.

In concert with-a representative from the Community Health

Services Division of a local hospital, the Alliance began' to

consider the areas in which assessment, would be undertaken:
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social, developmental, medical, dental, cognitive, educational,

sight and hearing. Both the hospital representative and the

Alliance agreed that, as the schools would be responsible for

implementing the. law, the schools should be looked to for

provision of personnel for the demonstration.'" Thus the first

step was to choose 'a demonstration school. After rejecting

one school on the basis of its principal's lack of enthusiasm

for the project, a school close to the AC was chosen. The

original demonstration plan called for the use Of the school's

nurse,physician and guidance counselors, but interviews with

various school and district personnel proved this plan

unfeasible. Therefore, it was decided that the hospital, a

medical/dental service, and a retired Navy nurse would carry

out the health-related portions of the screening/assessment

and that the AC would carryout.the social screening. Some

of the agencies involved in the Project at this time were

awar of the Component's capabilities and had recommended

the C to the Alliance. It.wasdecided that Advocacy staff

would be responsible for: (1) home visiting all families of

demonstration children for the purposes of identifying unmet

needs and assessing the home environment; (2) informing

faMiliesof screening appointments and faCilitating their

attendance atappointments; (3) effecting whatever referrals

toEother agencies were made by the screening/evaluation teams.

According-to the demonstration plan, AC staff members

were the first agency representatil.es (excluding school



personnel) to make contact with the children and their

families. Building on this position, the AC took the lead

in planning and.conducting group meetings for the 766/AC

famili'es. While these meetings were similar in nature to

the discontinued luncheon sessions, attendance was much

higher. The AC Coordinator attributed this increase in

participation to two factors: the increased sophistication

of the staff and the fact that the 766 families represented

an already identified. population to whom the AC could offer

a "concrete" service, e.g., a linkage with the school system

that promised results. One indication of success involves the

turnout of "766" families at a tedical screening: of the

60 children who were to be screened, 58 mothes acompanied

their children. Moreover, an average of 53 persons attended

each of the AC conducted "766" meetings.

Cleveland

During most of its period of operation, the Cleveland

Advocacy Component did not direct a major portion of staff

energies to family group events. While several meetings

were held, no ongoing groups or committees were formed.

As efforts to conduct sessions were frustrated by poor
Vie

attendance, attention turned to other methods for accomplishing

the goals of group meetings. However, two events reversed

this orientation: (1) the addition of a caseworker counselor and

a homemaker to the AC staff and, (2) the initiation of a

"housing demonstration project."
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In the middle of the second program year, negotiations

between the AC and its-delegate agency resulted in the

deployment afa caseworker and a homemaker to the AC staff.

After receiving appropriate referrals from the outreach staff,

these workers began to organize small group sessions. While

these groups were -being formed, the Component drew up plans

to begin another group project - the Housing Demonstration

Project, which would implement some of the recommendations

made in the AC's Housing Report. This demonstration called

for the coordination of various community agencies in an

effort to install human services within a neighborhood

housing project. The AC'sigoals included the provision of

social and recreational services through the active partici-

pation of the housing residents. In order to---6-413ain the

demonstration and to set in motion the organizational processes

needed for a successful demonstration, the,AC first conducted

, a housing workshop and then subsequently developed, with

resident input, group sessions chaired by the AC homemaker.

Attendance at these events was higherthan had been manifest

at previous group Meetings. .This "success" appears to again

illustrate that group meetings are best received when the

sponsor can offer something "tangible" in return for partici-

pation, and that imprOVed attendance results when meetings

are held within the attendees' home base.
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o 'Huntington

During the second program year of Advocacy, a new project

was introduced into the Component's catchment area, "Teenagers

As Child Advocates" (TACA), sponsored by Southwestern Community

Action Council, Inc. and Save the Children Federation (SCF).

TACA has the aim of teaching high school students the basics

of child care, child development, and psychology.

Twenty-five teenagers received4gh school credit for

classroom instruction in this subject. In addition, five

hOurs per week were spent working with a total of 91 ,children

from Advocacy families. Each teenager was paid $1.00 per hour

for the home visits. Both teenagrs and AC children were

recruited by Advocacy outreach workers after the program was

prese ted to AC staff members by a representative from SCF.

-During the summer months, teenagers were introduced to

the pre-schoolers with whom they would work. In August, a

training schedule was instituted, consisting of films-and

lectures. Also during August, TACA students observed and

discusied the child care techniques used in the Harts Parent

,Child Center. At another session, the students interacted

with children at the PCC and later saw this interaction'on

videotape. First h6me visits were made at the end of August

and a follow-up group meeting was held to discusp the

experience.

Throughout the fall and'Winter months, arious Nprkshops

were held to discuss child learning and development, use of
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first aid, and other relevant topics. Meetings were'also

held with the parents of the preschoolers to keep them

informed of the progress of the project.

The first TACA year ended in. May, 1974. Twenty-one

students received certificates of recognition along with

high school credit. Recruitment was begun by AC staff for

teenagers to participate in the seconclyear of the program.

In addition, fourteen of the first group of students will be

retained in the program for further experience. Besides

affecting the lives of the teenagers and preschoolers who
.

'participated In the program the first year, the TACA program

will be built into the Home Economics Curriculum of the

high school after outside funding ends.

CF7Ocacy families also met and interacted through AC

consumer education programs. Eighteen different classes

were held in the period from November, 1973 through June,

1974. Classes were held in various community facilities

within the AC catchment ar'ea.' Advocacy staff,primarily

the nurse and nutritionist, discuSsed topics of interest to

the families such as first aid, canning, dental care, food

preparation, food buying, and drug and alcohol abuse.

The Huntington Advocacy Component has had an average of

eighteen AC families attending each'such activity. While

there has always been a problem in this rural area of

attracting families to such events, the consumer education

classes are becoming established in the community.
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Jacksonville

Family group events took several forms at the Jacksonville

Advocacy Component. At the beginning of program operations,

the AC conducted rap sessions around the major AC areas of

concern: pre-natal care, immunizations, well-baby check-ups,

family planning and child problems. These sessions were used

primarily as sounding boards, allowing participating families

to have a say in the direction of the project. In addition,

rap sessions served as a vehicle to facilitate socialization

and problem sharing among AC families. With the exception of

a teenagers' group concerned with family planning, these

sessions did not develop into ongoing groups. However, as the

AC continued to grow and change emphasis, so did the program

of family group events. In terms of large-scale or mass

events, the Jacksonville AC has been highly effective in

sponsoring sickle-cell testing clinics. During the period

from November, 1973 to July, 1974, the AC sponsored three such

clinics, administering tests to a total of 231 persons.. When

the Component took an active role in securing legislation for

day care center licensing it held a letter writing workshop

attended by 25 persons. The AC followed this up by recruiting

15 AC participants -to collect signatures for a petition; 385

signatures were obtained in the catchment area. Small group

meetings were also conducted which involved AC families in the

planning and execution of a Patients' Rights Handbooks Thus,

while no ongoing groups developed, family group events were

conducted in order to involve and to educate families in those

particular areas to which the'Component was directing its effort .
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If group activities are seen as a means of educating

families to the resources and issues that impinge on their

lives, then the Information Center efforts of this AC should

be considered a quasi-form of family group events. Each

Advocacy Component devised mechanisms for disseminating

important information to its participating families, e.g.,

resource directories, telephone information stickers, a hot

line. The JackscJnville AC combined several'of these mechanisms'

by developing Community Information Centers: Five such

Centers were created throughout the catchment area, consisting

of easily accessible boxes containing resource guides, AC-

related materials and announcement bulletins for relevant

community events.

Leitchfield

Activities involving groups of families have not been a

major part of this Component's efforts. It has always been

difficult to attract people to group meetings and provide

transportation. Nevertheless, several attempts were made to

organize family group events. Attendance at these events has

ranged from seven to nineteen AC families.

Four different meetings were held during the period from

November, 1973 through June, 1974. Classes dealing with

nutrition were held twice by the PCC/AC Nutritionist. Dis-

cussions centered around proper, foods and food preparation.

The PCC/AC nurse led one session.on health; the Extension Office

was invited by the AC'to*discuss gardening and how to set up a

garden with AC families.



4.0 CONCIJSIONS

Since no interviews with families attending AC meetings

were conducted, it is virtually impossible to assess the

impact on'families of this particular aspect of the AC effortt.,

In general, it can be said that attendance at most meetings

was less than expected and sustained participation was rarely .

achieved. Despite these difficulties and disappointments,

most Coordinators expressed the feeling that such meetings

are an important mechanism for consciousness raising in the

community but that achievement of this goal requires many

years of sustained effort. Therefore unless a directed

effort is made over a long period of ime, there is no way

of knowing what the, eventual impact o such an approach

could be.
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CHAP TER V

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER AGENCIES



1.0 INTRODUCTION

All of the Advocacy Components developesd and maintained

extensive with other agencies Analysis of staff.

time data shows that n the 'average, 113 of total staff time

was spent in agency related activities, i.e., identification

of resources and establishing and maintaining cooperative

relationships. Colponents varied considerably in this

respect, however,, the range is from an average of 3 at-one

urban Component to an average of 163 at a rural Component.

These averages axle based on total staff time and do .n f

include a breakdown acc rding to staff position. As will

be seen in Chapter VI on staffirig of the ACs, in Most

Components coordinators spent the major portion f their

.
time in agency-related activities whereas outreach staff

spent considerably less, if anyt, such time.

Information on ACagency relationships was obtained

from two perspectives: monthly reports on agency-related

activities from the ACs themselves and interviews at a

sample of agencies in each community.

As described in Chapter 1, CCR received the f'oll ing

information from each Component on a monthly basis:

* Number and type of newneap agencies identified

Number and type linkages or projects explored
ti

or established
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number and purpose of inter-a ncy meetings

0 1,Report of.all new services or changes in agency

.practice,:procedure or eligibility as a result

of AC 4ntervention.

In addition f dtring the first evaliation year; CCR staff

visits d approximdtelY five-agencies in each community both

at the beginning (Ti.) and at the 'end (T2) of the year.

During the second year, visits to agencies were mude toward

thend-of the evaluatiOn period (T. Originally, the ACs

were asked to identify those agencies with which they: intended

to work m t closely dul,:ing the two-year period. Many of the

agencies visited at Ti were not, ultimate*, those agencies

with which. the closeSt'oellaboritive relationships "were es-

tab34sheci. Therefore, ai T2, ,CCR staff revisited some
.

agqncies. but made 'Visits to ageinci4s not seen during Ti

site visits. By T3, pollaborative relationships hia'.been

established with many different agencies, particularly in the

urban areas. TaLulated below are the.number of agencies

visited onc, twice* and three times..

Table Frequency cy visits.

AGENCIES AG AOEUCTBS
VISITED VISITED VISTVED
ONdE CE THRnENT2 S
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Fifty-six different agencies were visited for a total

of 100 agency interviews:---As c;til be seen below, interviews

conducted at -health agencies and at welfare agencies accounted

for almost three-fourths of all interviews.

Table V-2. Number of interviews at various types of agencies.

HEALTI WELFARE LEGAL
EDUCA-
Tim

COMMUNITY
SERVICE

-EMPLOY-
MENT HOUSING

46 23 11 8 7 3 .2

Information presented in this chapter is based on the

AC monthly reports and on these agency interviews.

2.0 IDENTIFICATION

Stemming from the ACs' mandate to identify the gaps

in existing services and to function as a coordinating

Mechanism for referrals, ider:itification of agencies and ser-

vices has been a major activity at all ACs. In order to

makg appropriate referrals, staff needed to fully understand

the services available at each agency; in order-to identify

service gaps it was first necessary to find out what exists

in the community. While the process of identification was

complex and time consuming, the results constitute a

major area of AC acillevement.'

Identification was most often acComplished through

AC-agency mtaings. During the first year, the AC Coordinator

was theyerson who most frequently arranged and attended

these initial meetings. Although work with agencies remained
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a major aspect of Coordinators

ACs agency identification soon

job descriptions, at most

became the.,responsibility of

other staff members as well. In its most common form, the

process entailed a personal meeting during which the AC and

its concepts were introduced to the agency, and the AC repre-

sentative obtained detailed infotMation on the services

offered by-the agency: eligibility requirements, procedures

for obtaining services, and staff functions within the or-

ganization. 'One major indicator of success is the'fact that

all of the ACs identified many agencies and resources

previously unknown to the already-established PCCs. In this

respect, the Components became a valuable resource to PCC

staff in their efforts to obtain services for PCC families.

Another indicator of AC success in this area is the

fact that several agency administrators, interviewed by CCR,"

reported that the Advocacy Components were one of the few,

if not the only, organization in the community with a broad

knowledge of agencies in different service areas. While it

is not unusual for a health agency to be aware of other

health-related services in the community, administrators

pointed out that it is uncommon for agencies to be familiar

with resources outside of their specific service fields. ACs,

however, became knowledgeable in a variety of service areas,

and as such were often asked by agencies to act as an infor-

mation resource when services not within an agency's specific

content area were needed.
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The most concrete result of AC identification efforts

was the publication of community resource directories Four

Components pfoduced Agency Directories, three of which were

designed specifically for use by service consumers. The

fourth Directory was rather complex and was suited for use by

AC and community agency staffs. Directories listed the names,
2

addresses, telephone numbers and service offerings of all

agencies identified: Where appropriate, eligibility require-

ments and hours of operation were also included. Three of

the Directories were compiled and distributed' during the

first year of project operation while the remaining one was

completed during the second Advocacy year. The two Components

that did not formally. publish Directories did, however, maintain

comprehensive files on agencies for in-house use.

While the major work of agency identification was com-

pleted during the start-up year, the process was ongoing

throughout the life of the project. During the second project

year, the identification of new agencies was less frequent;

instead, new service elements of already-identified agencies

were explored . For example, while the AC may have identified i

the Health Department early in the process, close contact with

and- knowlIdge of the Family Planning Division may not have

occurred until the second Advocacy year. During this second

year, an average total of between six and eight' agencies or

services within agencies was ideritified by the six Components/

each month.



3.0 LINKAGES RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL AGENCIES
AND THE AC

Once an agency was identified by an Advocacy Component,

the next step was to develop a working relationship. The

nature and purpose of the relatidnships or linkages established

was dependent upon both individual AC style and the particular

agency involved. While aGvariety of relationships were

developed with a large number of agencies, linkages were

most often based upon:

o referral, or

o exchange of service elements, or

o community and/or agency planning, coordination

or change, or

o a combination of the above

3.1 Referral-based-relationships

The largest proportion of AC-agency relationships were

operationalized in terms of referral activity. Twenty of the

37 agencies at which CCR conducted interviews at the end of

the first year indicated that a referral linkage was the sole

ongoing basis'of relationship between the agency and the

Component. The same interpietation is not meaningful with

respect to T3 interviews, because T3 agency 'selection was

made, generally, on the basis of a more specialized and

expanded relationship with the AC. In fact, review of

responses from administrators interivewed at T3 shows that
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the majority of these AC-agency relationships had been ex-

panded so as to encompass a broader range of mutual activities.

However, while the expansion of relationships was true

for those agencies at which CCR conducted interviews, there

is neither evidence nor reason to assume that the majority of

other AC-agency relationships were, at the time of project

termination, based on something other than a referral linkage.

In fact, a re erral linkage was most often the necessary

base, from which to Accomplish an important aspect of ptC

operations. \

The referljinkage was usually, one way: the AC referred

clients to the agencies. However, there were also numerous

instances in which agencies referred clients to the AC for

further service referral. As noted earlier, this occurred as

resources became aware of the extensive agency identification

efforts of the Advocacy Components. Of the 30 interviews

conducted with agency staff,at the end of year two, 11 inter-

viewees reported that their organization referred dlients to

the AC. At least one agency in each AC community referred

clients to the respective AC. Usually such referrals occurred _

when the agency did not have the resources to help the client

and hoped that the AC would either be able to make an

appropriate referral Or would provide the agency

with assistance in the servicing of that client. Some
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administrators stated that a number of their referrals to

AC were based on their impression that the AC staff had

better rapport with many families, as well as a follow-up

capability., This type of exchange speaks to the Components'

-visibility and credibility within the service delivery.

network.

3.2 Relationships based o an exchange of services

3.2.1 Outreach on behalf 4f other agencies

During the course of the project *each Component

perfbrmed some type of outreach function either within or

on behalf of other agencies in their respective catchment

areas. 'In all cases, the desired outcome of this cooperation

was the same, i.e., the facilitation of service delivery

procedures. However, the originsof the arrangements often

differed. In some instances, particularly at the start of

AC operation,'. it was the AC staff which offered its services

to the receiving agencies, -often in an effort to gain

credibility for the projeCt or to ease the way for future

demands that the AC would place upon the agency. In other

cases the agencies approached the Components, often because

agency administrators believed AC staff to hav better

rapport with client families,or because the AC ad a field

capability which the agency lacked. Such arrang ments were

mutually benefidial to both organizations, as well as to the

target population. The community agencies received a service,



:while the Components gained acceptance and visibility.

In some cases the services performed by the ACs dlso

provided them with something "tangible" to present to new

Advocacy families or to motivate ongoing families.'

0 In Baltimore, workers from the. City Department.
D

of Social Services used the AC outreach workers

to assess eligibility for furniture grants..

This was not done as a matter of DSS policy,

but rather as a function of relationships

developed between the DSS and AC staff. Such

utilization of the Component eased DSS staff

demands, cut down on the time elapsed between

families' application and receipt of grants,

and helped to create a rePO4tion of AC

efficiency and usefulnesi among community

" residents.

0 The Hough Advocacy staff provided outreach

services for the majorahealth facility in the,

catchment area. An AC worker called all

Families who had an aPpointment for the

llowing day to remind them or to encourage

t em to come. While this practice was dis-

co tinned during the first project year, AC

wor ers did continue to register appropriate

families for the clinic's Services as part of

the assessment process.
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O Both the County Welfare Departments and the

County Health Departments sometimes relied on

Huntington AC workers to assess individual

family needs. The Ap was located in the catchment

area, whereas the Departments were approximately

25 miles away. Thus in emergency situations,

particularly when the weather made the roads

impassable, the AC could facilitate service

delivery. Administrators interviewed stated that

the AC's Outreach capability was of tremendous

importance both because of their proximity to the

target area and becalisd of, the close'rapport

developed between AC outreach workers and AC

families.

O The Huntington AC identified and recruited mentally

retarded children for a new program of special

education, for the mentally retarded.

O During the life of the project, Jacksonville

Advocacy workers directed their efforts toward

facilitating procedures 'at the local hospital.

Because the registration process was complex and

time consuming, workers sought-permission to

perform this procedure for their families. While

this plan was never accepted, the Component was

able to make the process more comprehensible to

clients. 'AC staff members posted information,

1 1 7
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sheets throughout the hospital so that patients

would be informed of all materials needed for

registration and subsequent treatment. Through

a, widespread outreach campaign, they made hospital

procedure information available to the target

population. Perhaps the greatest gain in this

area was the compilation of a Patients' Handbook

which will be discussed in greater detail elsewhere

in this chapter.

In Leitchfield, -the AC offered transportation to

families served by other agencies, often in

conjunction with other AC planned trips to resources.

This was the, best known and most highly valued

activity of the AC among agencies interviewed in

this community where transportation presents a

major difficulty to agencies and families alike.

3.2,2 Use of community agency's staff as resources for

**AC staff training or for AC- sponsored community workshops

During the first project year, the Components developed

linkages with agencies that provided training for AC staff,
V

as well as staff and information for AC-sponsored. community

meetings and workshops. In several AC communitie0) such
fi

exchanges represented the first time that. - various agencies-

` became involved in the organization of another neighborhood

resource. Some agencies conducted staff.training sessions

during which agency procedures, policies and requirements



were detailed, while others trained AC staff in skill areas,

e.g., interviewing,

follow-up

information gathering, techniques for

etc. In the cases of AC-sponsored community

meetings and workshops, agencies provided materials for

distribution, helped in the planning of content and/or sent

representatives to make presentations. Training and workshop

involvement came from such varied resources as Welfare

Departments, universities, Legal Aid, County and City Health.

Departments,.settlement'housest Planned Parenthood, public

housing agencies, Welfare Rights Organizations, drug education

programs, and child guidalIce clinics.. As each agency.offered

its assistance or was recruited by the AC for involvement in

a project, Component staffs would report these instances to

CCR in detail.

During the second year of AC operation, such linkages

continued and expanded, but received less emphasis in terms

of reporting, from AC staffs. In a sense, agency involvement

in AC .training and workshops came "to be taken for granted.".

That is, after the initial foundations and linkages were

established, this continued exchange came to represent the

way in which anrongoing relationship should be operationalized

,

and, .as asuch, way accepted into: the ongoing pattern of AC

training-and workshops.

3.2.3 Advocacy on behalf of other agencies

In La Junta, agencies reported that the AC had acted on

their behalf to elicit public support for agency activities



during the first year of AC operation. The failure of t e

other ACs to act on behalf of other agencies may be

attributed, in part, to the "newness" of the projects.

That is, in order for a project to advocate on behalf of

another agency, it is necessary that this project have a

substantial "power base" from which to draw support. This
,o

power base, built upon contacts within the service network

and relationships with community residents requires time

to develop. `Thus, it seems likely that during the first

year of operations, the ACs could not effectively lend

support to another agency as they themselves were in the

process of gaining their own support.

As the projects moved into and completed their second

year, they were asked to participate in the functions of

Other agencies. This increased acceptance can be measured

in terms of AC involvement in interagency councils,

participation of AC staff on the Boards of other agencies,'

and in their ability to support other agencies when the need

for such suppcfit arose. The following are pxampIes of such

activities/

0

L.

The Welfare Rights Organization (WRO) in the

Cleveland coromupity was workin o obtain

Welfare clothing grants for Head Start children.

While the policy seemed to be "on the books'', it

was not being implemented. When WRO and the AC

worked together, the Component used its .agency



contacts and community. support to build'public

.pressUre to help the policy gain full implemen-

tati.on.

The Cleveland AC was asked by concerned community

residents and organizations to take a leadership

role in convincing a council to plan strategy

around the proposed closing of the local ,County

Welfare Office.

0 The Leitchfield AC, located in an area lacking

adequate health care facilities, lobbied for the

approval of a hospital bond issue. Staff members

and AC families worked with the health department:

in one county to publicize the need for building

an additiononto the hospital. The issue was

apprbved by the community.

0 This same Component also lobbied in the courts on

behalf of the health departmerit in another county, //

which was in jeopardy of losing funding.

ro

4.0 CHANGES IN AGENCY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES AS A FUNCTION
OF ADVOCACY EFFORTS'

During the two years of the demonstration much has been

learned about the ways in which agencies operate and the

capacity of agencies to implement changes. The somewhat

idealistic hopes of the first few months of AC operations
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were tempered by

constraintS,

relationshipd with

rowing Component awareness of agency

Igo. In the press of building working

agencies, Coordinators and staffs came

to realize that many agency pritblems were hot unknown to

agency administrators; also became apparent t

Coordinatopt that 5,!,nfluence over chang

the roach of bo'th administrators and C

agents was beyond.

p nent staffs.:

In most, eases th greatest const.rarnt t

mandated at the federal or

change

to level, through legisl tion

regulation, or guidelines. A change in policy, or for that

matter-flwea-proc-dure, entailed, in these cases a process

well beyond the grasp of AC staff. Even inn cases where the

desired 'channge did not conflict with government regulations

and guidelines, it was often impossible to fully effect

change due to gonacy, shortages of staff funds. While

some Component staffs came to realise that legis 'ion was

ofthn the only key to change, and while somellCs did

significantly .effect legislation, this tim, consuming a

complex process cold not be initiaiad at monit PACs given

the nature of r 6onsibilitie a and time frame of the

projects. In those instances where legislation was drafted

as a result of AG intervention, the effort . t'epres.ent land

marks in the operatiion Of" the projects and a.sr ificant

move in a shift from case to class advodacy.

Recognizing the C traints, mos,

concentrated on building re,?..ation hi

E Components

orking with



individual agencies iun mu ual efforts to maximize the

service potential 6f the agcqicy within the existing agency

truture. Where cl , ornkinng relationships at the

administrative or line staff level developed, ACs

functioned as an ov6rall watchd g or monitor-ensuring that

existing policies were fully implemented and that services

4 delivered'as effectively as .possible. A few adminis7

at6rs reported that the AC had brought abuses-u in terms

of staff negligence or insensitivity, to their attention.

While such mkinitering efforts did not change policy they

did improve the level of service delivery. Interviews with

AC C.ordinatore indicated that many considered their efforts

to sensitize agencies, and to make them more responsive to

client needs, as one of the major successes of the Advocacy

projectn

The following are i lustrative of the kinds of changes

the ACs effected both within the service delivery system

and the legislative processo

In the Boston community, certain procedure Changes

have occurred in the Obstetrics-Gynecology Clinic

%
of,the. city hospital as a result f AC intervention.

Whereas previously a pregnant woman was seen-by a

different doctor at each visit, currently a pregnant

mother is intr duceid to a team of three doctors and

one nurse. One member of this tlam is always avail..

able to d the pre-natal check-ups and the actual
A
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delivery. Thus, the shift was from impersonal,

faceless care to a group Kactice type of arrangement.

In addition, a system was introduced which allows

pregnant women to receive not only pre-natal check-ups,

but also pre-natal education. Women. are scheduled

in groups of eight for two-hour periods. Two such

groups are scheduled for the same two-hour period.

In this manner, one group receives its pre-natal check-

`ups while the other participat4s in an educational

session; the second hour the groups 4re reversed.

During the first project year, each outreach worker

from the Boston AC spent three hours per week in the

emergency room of Boston Children's Hospital as

Patient'Advocates. This was part of :an eight-week

aemonstration project aimed at (1) improving

patients' understanding-of the hospital and its

procedures; (2) increasing patient awareness of

the nee4 for preventive medical area; and (3) sensi-

tizing hospital personnel to the non-medical needs

of the client population. This demondtration, under-
°

taken as a result of AC input, led to the permanent

implementation of a patient advocacy program in the

facility.

The-Cleveland Advocacy Component used its

delegate agency, the Center for Humar. services (CHS)

as a referral resource for counseling and homemaking



services. As in other communities, clients often

did not feel, comfortable in the "downtown

environment" and the incidence of missed appoint-

ments, even with AC encouragement and assistance,

was high. To counteract this problem, the AC

negotiated a decentralization plan with the Center.

The plan, the result of AC documentation of need

in the form of case vignettes, permitted the

deployment of a casework counselor and a .homemaker

to the Component on a part-time basis. AC outreach

staff referred apprbpriate families to the CHS
0

workers and within a few weeks both- CHS persons were

handling full, actively participating caseloads.

This experimdnt resulted in CHS preparations to

decentralize additional staff members through

deployment to other community service organizations.

The Cleveland AC obtained a cost reduction in adult

education classes for welfare mothers.

° Cleveland AC staff thoroughly documented housing

conditions within the AC catchment area. The report

dontAined case vignettes, correspondence with

individuals and agencies charged with housing

administration, and extensive photographic evidence

of poor housing conditions. The report was widely

distributed and received the attention of several



influential persons, aritongthemU.S. Representative

Louis Stokes. Congressman Stokes met with the AC

Cooidinator and, as a direct result of this meeting

and the Components report, drafted the Stokes

Amendment to the housing bill then being considered

in the U.S. House of Representatives. The Amendment

called for the use of quality construction materials,

a factor emphasized'in the AC report, but heretofore

not considered by legislators nor agency personnel:

Agencies located in Huntington have become more

responsive to the outlying rural areas served by

the PCC /AC.

0
.
Clinics in the two counties served by the Huntington

AC are providing services on a sliding scale fee

basis, not previously available.

° Funds for health.serviced to the medically. indigent

have been made availabls through a social-medical

services foundation.

As a result of AC-agency negotiations,*the

Jacksonville' City Health Department has extended

its hours of service from,one three-hour day per

month to one three-, and one eight-, hour day per

month. In addition, during the second AC"project

year, the City Health Clinics agreed to extend

their primary care services.
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Jacksdnville Advocacy domponent efforts resulted

in an increase of Medicaid service providers

within tne community. Prior to AC intervention,

Jacksonville's dentists would not accept Medicaid

payment for services, thus making dental dare

inaccessible to many families. AC staff met with

local dental societies and undertook a campaign,

to inform residents of the, situation and gain

grass roots support. As a result, the dental

community agreed to accept Medicaid payment for.

examinations and treatment of Head Start children.

The staff of the- Jacksonville Advocacy Component

was actively invollied in. the coordination, planning,

--
and actions of the multi-agendy-Child Care Coalition.

In part, through AC agency contacts and lobbying

,
efforts, the group was able to facilitate the

drafting and acceptance of improved day care

.licensing legislation.

Through planning with Leitchfield AC staff. members.

and other local agencies, one rural county health

department has added' the position 'sofa family planning

outreach worker to its staff.

The Leitdhfield AC perstiaded several, clinics and

hospitals to make later appointment hours:for

families from the Catchment area, thus allowing for

the 50 mile-drive to the resources._
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5.0 FILLING. GAPS IN SERVICES AVAILABLE THROUGH STIMULATING.
THE CREATION OF. NEW RESOURCES OR THROUGH SUBSIDIZING
EXISTING:,AGENCIESTO PROVIDE' NEW SERVICES.

.

When the Advocacy Components were implemented, most staff

members were indigenous, and therefore aware of existing

service gaps and deficiencies. Thus, formal identification-

of services and gaps often served primarily as a validation

process. However, developing the capabilitY to act upon this

information presented a whole, set of different problems. The

mechanisms that had to be set in motion in order to fill a'

gap in services were complex, of ten. included several agencies,

and usually involved a considerable expenditure of time. Once

a gap was identified, it was necessary to mobilize all relevant
4

community persons and agencies to work on the creation of a

new resource, to find a funding source or sources and then to

follow the service to the point of full implementation.

£learly, given these tasks, it was unrealistic to expect that

new services would be developed during the first project year;

thus, it is particularly noteworthy that several new.resources

were in place at the close of the Advocacy demonstration.

Some of the gains made in this area. are as follows.:

0 The Cleveland Advocacy Ccm.lnent negotiated with

their delegate agency in rat effort to continue

the Component'S activities after t e termination

of federal funding. The agency ha agreed to
. .

continue the Hough project at a somewhat lesser
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funding level and is considering the creation of

a central Advocate position s'n-wIth.I.-tte agency and

the.expans4pn of Components, along the PCC/AC

model, throughout the city.

0 One outstanding effort to create a new resource

has actually been realized in a rural community.

The Huntington PCC/AC served two counties, both

of which had major gaps in health care services.

One of the counties with a population of 35,000

has one Public Health Doctor and two Public Health

Nurses. The other county, population 18,000, has

one doctor and one nurse. Both doctors are located

25 miles from the catchment area.. Months of

meetings and "consciousness-raising" through news-

paper coverage was devoted to securing certification

of need for a clinic in each county. Following this,

both local; private non-profit, and federal resources

were mobilized by the AC and the local CAP, in order

to provide necessary money and personnel.' As a

final result, two clinics are operational and

staffed by National Health Services Corps. Each

clinic is staffed by a physician, dentist, nurse,

lab technician, pharmacist, and clerical personnel.

One physician is extending his placement at the
'

clinic; the other-will begin private practice in

the county after his NHSC term Mb ended.
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One County, of this same Component, had funds

available to hire a sanitation officer but had

left the position vacant. Through efforts of the

AC Coordinator and AC referrals to the county,

this position was finally filed.

As noted elsewhere in thisreport4.the.qpntington
.

AC developed a program to 'train teenagers as Child

Advocates (TACA). Twenty-five high school students

were recruited to work with AC children as part of

a. home-based child development program. -The teenagers

spent time in the classroom receiving instruction and

guidance in child development after which they worked

with AC children in their own homes. The studenti

earned high school credit for this training and were

paid .a salary for their time in the field, as well.

On-the-jab training was also given at the PCC/AC.

While TACA was funded by Save the. Children Federation

for a three-year period, it has also been built into

the high school.curriculum so that it may continue

after present funding ends.

The Jacksonville AC identified'a gap in services to

blind children. The Component persuaded the Bureau

of Blind Services to establish.: pre-school program

for blind children which operates for three hours

per week.
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The Leitchfield Advocacy Component used someof

its funds to subsidize two County Health Departments

to perform examinations for children 0 -5. years.

Prior to this subsidization, the Health Department

did not, due to a lack of funds, provide services

for this age group.

O One rural county served by the Leitchfield AC

lacked special education classes in its public

schools. The Advocacy Component, with other local

agencies, tried to organize Such classes in the

school but were told that a special agency had to

be created. Advocacy, other health and education

agencies, and private citizensr organized the

Breckenridge County Educational Association for the

Haildicapped. A membership drive was launched and

money was raised at the county fair. As a result

of "'interagency cooperation and Advocacy efforts, by

both staff and families, special education classes

will be instituted, with teachers' salaries paid by

the. Association.

6.0 INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

In an effort to achieve the goal of "bringing together a

comprehensive and efficient delivery system of services," and

in the service of maintaining a working knowledge of all

relevant activities within the community of agencies, AC staffs



actively participated in a number of inter-agency meetings

and councils, and on the Boards of various community agencies.

While the majority of meetings were convened between the AC

and one or two other agencies for the purpose ofworking

around an agency or case specific problem, coordination took

other forms as well. At two ACs, Boston and Leitchfield,

Component staffs,during the first months of operation,brganized

ongoing inter-agency councils which'met regularly to exchange

information, coordinate efforts and generate new ideas. At .

these and other Components, staff members were,also regular

participants at meetings conducted by other agencies. Often,

either as a result' of involvement in other agency meetings,

or because of a specialized interest on the part of the AC,

staff members convened or participated in consortii.ums

usually composed of agencies from similar service areas or

with, similar foci. As would be expected, this type of

involvement was more common during the. second AC year when

priorities were more clearly defined than during the

start-up year.

It is clear that a great deal of time and energy was

devoted to inter agency coordination; no matter what the

mechanism used. Data from the Monthly Monitoring Report show

that AC staff attended at least one inter-agency meeting each

e.Month. Although at one Component a record number of 36

meetings were attended during a single month the average

number of meetingsfor a single Component was 7 per month.
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The range in terms of the number of meetings per month for

arty single component-is 0-36.

6.1 Inter-agency councils

The following are brief desicriptions of the two AC

r.

efforts directed toward convening inter-agency councils:

0 At the start of project operations, the Boston.

Advocacy Component formed three Ad Hoc Committees

addiesSed to the topics of health, education; and

welfare, respectively. Each committee met with

staff members of relevant agencies once a month,

in order to exchange information and share new

ideas. These committees met regularly throughout

the first year. During the second project year,

as the AC became more involved in specific issues,

the Ad Hoc Committees met less regularly as a body,

while some of the member agencies were incorporated

into other AC-sponsored meetings With the

termination of the Advocacy Component, a multi-

service organiiation in the community haS agreed to

convene regularly scheduled inter-agency meetings.
./

0 In Leitchfield, the AC sponsored a County-Wide

Inter-Agency Meeting in each(of the two counties

comprising its catchment area. All of the social

service and health agencies in the counts met every

other month to exchange information. A significant



outcome of these meetings was the decision by

member agencies to share transportation facilities.

These meetings were ongoing throughout the life of

the Component. However, the AC Coordinator indicated

that the continuation of these meetings upon termina-

tion of the Component was doubtful as-no -agency_had*____

at the time of this writing, offered to act as host,

nor had the member agencies expressed a strong

desire to maintain such structured contact.

6.2 Coordination aroundpecific issues/linking agencies

'with one another

While the maintenance of inter - agency councils and ongoing

meetings among all relevant agencies was not part of the design

of every Component, the ACs facilitated other community

cooperative planning etforts.

The Baltimore AC sponsored a meeting between the

Department of Housing' and the Department of Social.

Services in order to effect coordination between

the two. At that time, the Department of Housing

was planning to institute its own social services

program which appeared to partially duplicate the

services of the DSS. However, despite the ACs

coordinating efforts the Housing program was

installed.
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In response to the predicted shortage of fuel, the

Boston Advocacy Component coordinated a Coalition

on the Energy Crisis. Member agencies included

those which had bearing on families' lives in the

areas of health, housing, welfare, and education.

Local political leaders and state and city officials

were invited to meetings, and were kept aware, in

ongoing fashion, of all Coalition proposals and

strategies. Representatives of the Coalition

brought issues to the attention of their service

populations and massive letter writing campaigns

were undertaken to make persons in power aware of

the needs of the low-income community.

Perhaps the most significant action undertaken

the Boston AC during its second year of operation

was its involvement in the "766 Project." This

Project, a demonstration program for implementation

of the State Special Education Law (766), drew upon

the services of health education, piychological, and

social service agencies. Coordination of the

Project was undertaken by an independent coordinating

agency which, at the suggestion of,other resources

involved in the Project, invited the. AC to lead the

effortslin the social service portion of the

demonstration. In this capacity, the Boston AC

assessed families, wrote individual case histories



and case plans for each family, recommended

appropriate re err ls, fol/ wed up referrals,

and' participated in evaluation case conferences

with all other consortium agencies. During intern

.views with. representatives of c nsortium agencies,

each expressed full knowledge f and appreciation

for the services performed by the Component. In

fact, the principal #,E the school in which the

766 demonstration took place stated that the AC

was "aGodsend to the school - if I could get the

money I'd take the whole program as a unit in

my school."

A major effort of the Cleveland Advocacy Component

during its second year was, the iuplementation of a

Housing Study. After completing the Study and

widely disseminating the findings, the AC 'took the .

lead in coordinating the resources of neighborhood

agencies in order to mount° a demonstration' project

involving the provision of social services Within

a community housing project. The project involved

resident participation recreational activities

homemaking and counseling. The AC coordinatati, all

of thdse services, installed the demonstration and

made provisions for the evaluation of impact.



The Huntington PCC/AC was involved in the planning o

a laundromat in its rural catchment area. A

university professor assigned his ;students the task

of, surveying the desires of community residents'.

A laundromat was most often mentioned and several

agencies are now mooting to accomplish this objective.

An elementary school in the catchment area of the

Huntington AC was badly in need o sewer repair.

OCC/AC efforts to make this problem known led to

the Courtty Board of Education members asking to meet

with VCC/AC families to resolve this problem.

7.0 ROW TR 'AGENCIES VIEW SEE ADVOCACY COMPONENTS

Most of the agency administrators interviewed indicated

_that they felt that the Advocacy staff in the community had

carried out extremely important and necessary functions.. The

areas mentioned can be categorized as followe

0

Outreach

Almost all adm ifti trators described the AC. outreach

function as a_partitTaiily important aspect of the

AC capability; Inf&ming and encouraging families

to use available resources and conducting regular

follow-up visits were unanimou ly recognised as a

crucial function.

Neels asoeso2ant

Most administrators were unaware of the AC needs



0

assessment effort, other than in the most general

terms. It was usually describe4 by administrators

only as providing a vehicle for making necessary

referrals. Few of them-viewed this activity as a

major effort to document community needs.

Educattonal efforts on behalf of family groups

In several communities, all of the agencies at

which interviews" yre conducted we e aware of

these

those Components which invited agenCies to

, participate in the workshops. When'agencies

provided staff for AC family workshops they were

aware of and valued AC efforts 34 community

education.

efforts. This was particularly the case in

® Client advocacy

Many administratorn viewed *the Ad staff as ombudsman

or middle men'in the relationship between client

families and community agencies. In general, the

effort to sensitize agencies to the needs of the

target population and to make them more responsive

was very well, received.

All of the agencies at which interviews were conducted

wore asked whether or not they had the capability of per

forming the AC functi, ns outlined above. These data are

summarized below:
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'Table V-3. Advocacy functions in other agencies.

YES NO

Outreach 8 22

Needs assessment 4 26

Family education 18 12

Client advocacy 6 24

Most health, education, and welfare agencies do not have

a capability in the areas covered by the ACs. All of those

interviewed stated that they would like their agency to

perform these functions because it would help'them to deliver

their services more efficiently to a larger number of people.

Most agendies do not perform these functions because'of lack

of money and staff. Perhaps the single greatest achievement

of the AC projects as a demonstration is the fact that agency

administrators value the AC functions and would like to

incorporate them into their operations. While not everyone

respo ded with the same enthusiasm as the gentleman who said,

"They may be the greatest agency this city has every seen,"

all of those interviewed concluded that at least outreach,

family education, and client advocacy should be a permanent

part of their operations.
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CHAPTER VI

THE ADVOCACY.STAFF
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

AC staffing patterns, staff functions, staff training,

and staff turnover are described in this. chapter. The

ihformation was derived from:

Interviews with AC staff at the beginning

and end of the first year, and at the end of the-

second year.

0 Five site visit interviews with AC Coordinators.

0 Monthly Monitoring System reports on staff..

° Monthly Monitoring Time Sheets.

2.0. STAFF ORGANIZATION

As the concept of 'a Child Advocacy Component was new,

so too were the roles and functions\of the Child Advocates.

Few models existed from which to Idra assistance in the

design of staffing patterns and staff training programs;

those models that did exist had limited ap-plicability Thus,

within the guidelines and framework mandated by the National

Office and the provisions imposed by the PCC Parent Policy

Councils(PPCs), each of the Components developed staffing

patterns in the manner which seemed most suitable to the

individual PCC Director, AC Coordinator, and PCC Personnel

Committees. For the most part, the guidelines and PCC

requirements were broad enough to allow variation, with

the exception that most Components interpreted the framework
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to include the provision that positions be made available

to community persons.

While no Component implemented any standard staffing

pattern, thb following might be considered a

representation of a basic, or modal, pattern:

SECRETARY

ICOORDINATOR

ADDITIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE/
CLERICAL STAFF

1 person/AC

STAFF TRAINER
AND/OR RESOURCE ...13 persons/
EXPERT AC

I

'OUTREACH S'T'AFF` ....4-7 persons/AC

It should be understood that not every Component had

each of the staff lines listed above, while some Components

had additional categories. For example, the Leitchfield AC,

which did not have a resource expert, had additional staff

lineS for transportation aides. No other Component had

comparable persons on staff. In addition, the Leitchfield

and the Huntington ACs also had PCC nurses, nutritionists,

and homemakers available to them on a part-time basis. This
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tee bf PCC personnel was common to all projects, particularly

during the second project year. In this regard, PCC Directors,

various administrative staff members, and some specialized

staff (e.g., nurses) were on the AC budgets for from 10 to

50 percent of their time. Those persons who devoted a larger

proportion of their time to Component activities were regarded

by the AC Coordinators as regular staff. Persons whose AC, time

was limited (as was usually the case with clerical personnel)

often performed tasks that were not so.visible that they

should be considered "AC staff."

3.0 STAFF ROLES

3.1 Coordinators

The OCD guidelines for the Advocacy Components are quite

explicit as to the kinds of qualifications needed by the

Coordinator:

"The Advocate is a key person in the success or failure
of the program and must combine many skills in order to
carry out the objectives. This person must understand
early childhood development; family life in the catch-
ment area; be knowledgeable about community organization
and resources; be able to elicit the cooperation of

, other agencies; and administer a complex program."

However, Coordinators came to the ,position with varied

backgrounds. For example, One Coordinator was a lawyer, one

a social worker, one a businessman .and one a former PCC

staff member and AC outreach worker. Each brought different

experience and expertise to the job; both role and program

reflected individual backgrOund and experience. Few Coor-

dinators brought previous early childhood experience to the



position. In day-to-day operations, the primary responsi-

bilities of the Coordinator centered around program planning,

contacts with resources, staff supervision and administration.

Thus, supervisory and administrative experience emerged as

More important requirements than did knowledge of child

development. When such specific knowledge was needed,

resource experts from either the PCC-Or other community

agencies were brought into the program.

The jOb.descriptions and areas of emphasis of the dif-

ferent-Coordinators changed as the.staffs grew more experi-

enced in particular areas or as the project focus shifted.

At the start of AC operations, the Coordinators spent a

great deal of their time identifying agencies and establish-

ing linkages. In only two Components was this task divided

among the Coordinator and other staff members. However,

as outreach staff at all Components began using these linkages

for referrals and other family-related purposes, their adept-
/

nets at working with administrators and negotiating the

service delivery systems increased. Thus, at all but one

Component, the second project year saw a greater proportion

of outreach staff time being spent on agenCy activities.

This did not so much serve to decrease Coordinator's time in

this area as it permitted Coordinators to use this time in

a different manner. That is, by sharing the task of resource

identification with the,loutreach staff, the Coordinator was

able to devote more time to interagency planning, coordina-

tion, and joint AC-agency project development.
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In similar manner, the Coordinator role as staff trainer

4 also changed during the course of the program. In the

beginning, the CoordUator, and in most cases outside trainers

as well, concentrated their training efforts on basic skills

such as interviewing, report writing, observation, and re-

ferral and follow-up techniques. Sessions were also conducted

in certain content areas such as the structure and function

of specific agencies and the basics of-child development. As

with agency-contacts, use of these techniques increased com-

petency and shifted the Coordinator's role. As staff became

more kndwledgeable4 the Coordinators began to do more

individual superviSion than group training. While

such training sessions did_continue throughout the life.of

the program, they were more often accompanied by individual

meetings and case conferences than had been the case at the

start of program. Thus, it seems that the skills required

of a Coordinator at start-up are not necessarily.synonomous

with those most needed once the project is fully installed.

In.most cases, the growth of the CoOrdinator's skills were

as great, albeit in different areas, as the growth of the

paraprofessional staff's skills.

The following is a breakdown of the average proportion

of Coordihators' time devoted to specific service categories

with an additional line for time off:
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NEED
ASSESS-
MENT.

HOME
-VISIT/ .

REFERRALS

WORK WITH
GROUPS OF
FAMILIES'

WORK \

WITH
AGENCIES

STAFF
\TRAIN-
ZNG

ADMIN-
ISTRA-
TION.

TIME
OFF

M.:

A
N
S

1%

.

4% 5% . 30%

.

.

1 %

.

29% 16%

R.

A
N
G

P.

0-5i 0-14% 1-19% 10-59% 2-24% 1 -50% 9 -28%

As was discussed, and As:can be seen from the table, he

majority (74%) of Coordinators' time was spent in work with

agencies, staff training, and administration. Only one

Coordinator made a regular practice of conducting needs

assessments and home visits. The remaining Coordinators

accompanied outreach workers in these activities only in

special cases. Similarly, only one Coordinator spent an

appreciable amount of time in work with groups of families.

While most Coordinators allocated their time to this activity

whert special events were being planned, the Baltimore Coordin-

ator often spent time speaking with groups of families which

met informally in the AC office lounge area.

3.2 Staff Trainers and Resource Ex2erts

Five of the Advocacy Components had between one and

three staff who, in addition to the Coordinator, functioned

as staff trainers and resource experts. At the Boston and

Cleveland Components, there were specialists who related

to either health, housing, education, or welfare. In Boston,
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the original staffing pattern called for the hiring of team

leaders with previous experience in health, education, or

welfare, whereas in Cleveland this pattern evolved as a

result of increased outreach worker expertise in a particular

field. In addition, the Cleveland AC originally, had a full-

time trainer on staff. When the-first Coordinator was

replaced by a person with "extensive experience in training

and supervision, the staff development coordinator took on

the tasks of data coordination. The Huntington Component

used field placed social work students as staff trainers/

resource experts, whereas the Jacksonville AC utilized a

lead dhild advocate in this position. The Baltimore project

had a somewhat different staffing arrangement. The staff

,included a public information specialist who was responsible'

for agency coordination around special workshops, an assistant

coordinator who chaired Teenage Mothers' Group meetings and

did some staff supervision, and a community organizer who

washed during the second project year to share the.Coor-

dinator's agency contact responsibilities. The Leitchfield

Advocacy Component was the only project which did not have

a middle-level persoh on staff.

For the most partc_Coordinators w re satisfied with this

type of staff pattern. However, while most would not want

to eliminate this middle position, several Coordinators com-

mented that, given the opportunity tore - stiff a similar

project, they would look for persons with'more administrative
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experience than was` represented by several of the staff

trainer /resource experts. Experience with the project has

suggested that, in actual-practice, much of the day-today

supervisory responsibility falls to the resource specialist.

Thus, in cases where this individual had no supervisory

,experience, the results tended to be less than optimal.

.The following is a breakdown of middle levei perSonnel's,

time across the service categories and time off:

NEED
ASSESS-
MENT

HOME
VISIT/
REFERRALS

WORK WITH
GROUPS OF
FAMILIES

WORK
WITH
AGENCIES

,STAFF
TRAIN-
ING .

.ADMIN-
ISTRA-
TION .

TIME
OFF

M
E
A 3% 3% 9%

,

12% 25% 32% 16%
N
S

R ,

A .

N 0-8% 1-6% 0-18% 3-16% 11-44% 12,-50% 9 -23%

G,

S. ,

The allocation of resource expert and staff trainer time

is similar to that of Codidinators. That is, the majority

X6.9 %) "of these persons' time was spent in activities related

to agency contacts, staff training, and administration.

3.3 Outreach Workers
_ -

These persons were the target families' primary contact

with the AC. Regardless of their other-responsibilities,

the outreach workers conducted needs assessments, made home

-VI-8
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visits/maintained contact with families, and effected

referrals. At all but one Component, outreach staff-also

shared the responsibilities of identifying resources and

services and in some cases attending interagency meetings

or serving on agency boards. A breakdown of average time

allocations of outreach staff follows:

NEED
ASSESS-
MENT

HOME
VISIT/
REFERRALS

WORK WITH
GROUPS OF
FAMILIES

WORK
WITH
AGENCIES

STAFF
TRAIN-
ING

ADMIN-
ISTRA-
TION

TIME
OFF

M
E
A
N

-,

13% 24% 4% 7% ,14% 18% 20%

'A
N
G
E
S

10-22% 18-33%

.

1-10%-
-,

2-17% 8 -20% 8-35%

.

.

14-24%

A considerable portion of outreach staff time was devoted

to activities with families: needs assessments, home visits,

and referrals. While the proportion of time spent working with

.agencies is low, on the average, this does represent an increase

over time spent during the start-up year: it should be noted

that the 14% of time allocated to staff training represents

attendance at training sessions, whereas the allocations for

Coordinators and middle level personnel represent planning/and

conductof sessions.

For, the most part, outreach - Workers were indigenous to

the community, 'and thus familiar with family life in the

catchment area. This fact has been cited by Coordinators
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as having both positive and new0iire aspeC st positive in0,

that,it aided in the establishment of Worker-family report,

but negative' 'in that it was often difficult for workers to

separate themselves from their client families and achieve

a certain degfee of "professional detachment."

4.0 WEAL STAFFING ARRANGEMENTS

*With few exceptions, the Coordinators stated that the

ideal Advocacy Component staff would be slightly larger .(one

AC suggested a decrease in staff positions) somewhat' more

_Oversified, and More experienced and/Or edudated than had

been the original staffs (only tone, Component indicated ,a

preference for paraprofessional rather than professional

staff) . In this ideal arrangement, staff functions would

not change as much as would the qualifications-of the persons

performing these functions. The Coordinator's position would

be almost the same as was originally indicated. Requirements

for the position would include an acadeic degree or comparable

experience/training in the social sciences. Additional qualm
.

ifications include community organ ization skills arld the

ability to deal:effectively with persons from both, the com

munity and agencies. Few change in the Ccordinalter's r le

were Indicated. However, thbsepersons.who opted f ea

more professional staff co rented that the 'support which

would pe provided by such a staff would allow tha Cooydinator

to concentrate more time and effort in the area of agency

negotiiitions and class advocacy type actions.
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The Coordinators of the two rural projects. indicated

that they would want al me combination of staff lined to

include a nutritionist, a nurse, andlora homemaker. These

-positions had, in-fact, Veen provided to the ComponenVa

through their PCCs. These staff positions were nllt mentioned

in urvan.areas where the coicadunity agencies are large enough

and diversified enough to offer such resources to the projects on

an as-needed basis. In addition, the Huntington Coordinator

indicatQld a need for transporttion aides, positions that were

availablu to th.e other rural AC. The Leitchfield Coordinator

included 10, th a homemaRctr and transportation aides in her

ideal ps-tan, but. added that if feasible she would want these

persons to ee aa& availapfo to the project ough another

agency in the comsauniuy. Whoreas,the rural C -aponents in-

dioatvd a desixo for healtag professionals, the urban Campo

nenP,o nJ,feonaed with a gruaLer vaiety of middle positions.

One Covn;onum waniLL.2u a sk-,.aff p coiog. St one wanted a

team of commuuit,y organlzeks (one highly trained person and

on wit leals unpt;,rienc,,wh:tle anoLhet was interestad.in

obtaininq the vices of a casiawori;er. In all instancc?s,

tne !wy quality, dc;.ziravl was strong bachgxound and experienc.

Other additional tions in tnese ideal patterns included

it.zi*tant coordinator*. (to do yaperwork), program, specialists

(Lo coordinate spcial, ongoing group activities data

coordinatoro, anda in one Component a staff molabor with a

legal uackground w)iilosv yrimary fuwion would de to me,Jt

with par,ono on the s&a;w level in order to loby and advo,zatu:

, 43111/43-
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for needs across the entire state.

While in many instances comments indicated a desire

for more top and middle level personnel, every Coordinator

was in agreement about the value of an outreach staff. It

was well understofiod that these workers form the backbone

of the project, and no one suggested a redefinition of their

roles in the organization. The comments most frequently

made related to a desire for at least some portion of the

outreach staff to come to the job with more training or

pacoground than had peen the case. These comments basically

termed from a feeling that staff training had consumed a

larger share time and effort than was originally antici-

pated, and that a staff with more previous experience would

require less initial training before the ."business of Advocacy"

could get underway. The suggestion made by one uroan Coor-

thnator was that the Com nent should have a team of six

outreach worhoro: three persons with a minimum of two years

of college training and three community assistants who would

be requrrod to attend senool while employed by the AC. This

coordinator further suqgested that once the assistants

received thuir,GEbs, they would be replaced so that a greatbr

numoer of community persons could receive training. in

diocuooing the typos of s&iUz they would like to see in

outreach wornero, Coltrjinators mentioned knowledge of social

Penavior, ability to write repor.Ls and letters, discipline

to worn, and a. capacity for verbal communication both with
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families and agency administrati personnel. There were

some differences of opinion as to whether the outreach staff

shOuld fame from the AC's catchment area or not. One Coor-

dinator said that sloe would not recommend hiring all outreach

workers from among PCC mothers or catchment area residents,

as tney have been in a social relationship with those families

with whom the AC works. Thus, the transition from friend to

service deliverer is too great. However, another Coordinator

indicated tnat she would only want catchment area. residents

as outreach staff because of their interpersonal relationship

with the families and because "they know what it is to be

down -- they've been there."

Overall, it appears that the ideal staffing pattern would

not differ, significantly from the actual pattern which emerged.

Tne major difference would be the degree of training antlZor

experience eacn person would bring to the position.

5.0 F TURNOVER

Since the inception of the program, there has been a 75%

turnover rate among outreach-workers: 50; during the first

project year and slightly over 25% through June of the second

year. This turnover rate is attributed to job dissatisfaction,

job insecurity, promotion to better positions, and in some

cases pregnancy. In addition, seven persons in the resource

expert category and ten clerical staff members have left.

One rural program with a nurse and a nutritionist lost\both

of these persons during the first year, hired another.
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nutritionist and lost her as well. The other rural program

with a nutritionist 'also experienced turnover in this position.

As of June, 1974, only two of the original six Coordinators

remained, those in Boston and Huntington; the Baltimore

Coordinator left his position in May and was not replaced

due to the impending termination of the project; the Cleveland

Component was headed by its second Coordinator; Jacksonville's

fourth Coordinator remained in her position; and the second

Leitchfield Coordinator was preparing to leave to take on a

more permanent job.

The high rate of turnover is not inconsistent with the

experience of other similar community programs. The Kirschner

Studyl on the start-up year of the PCCs reports a 27% turnover

rate, with turnover rates of 70-100% in a number of programs.

While the high AC turnover rate is therefore not unusual, it

did preserit difficulties to the programs. As would be expected,

each new Coordinator., came to the position with his/her own

experience and viewpoint as to hOw the program should be

structured and what the emphasis should be. Thus, a change

in Coordinators was often accompanied by a,change in program

emphasis. At times the shift was benefiOial, while at others

the process of change and the lack of continuity temporarily

decreased program effectiveness. Among outreach staff,. turn-

over often produced difficulties in the area of staff training.

1Kirschner Associates, Inc., 1970, A National. Survey of the
Parent-Child Center Program; Office of Child Development
Contract No. 1389-4557.
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The new outreach worker on staff did not have the benefit

of the initial, intensive training efforts and frequently

had to learn on the job. While in many cases the skills

were in fact learned the transition period was one of

diminished productivity.

6.0 STAFF TRAINING

Staff training received considerable emphasii at most

Components. While the topic areas varied as program stress

and workers' needs shifted, training of staff was ongoing

throughout the life, of the project. The second year CCR

Monthly Monitoring System collected data on:

o the total number of staff training hours/month/

Component

O the. number of hours/month/type of training session

o the number of hours/month/topic area presented

6.1 Types of staff training

Within the areas of 'techniques, issues, case-related

training, and individual and/or AC operations-related staff meet-

ingefthe topics covered by each Component varied. At some

Components, the techniques used in' home visiting, interview-

ing, report writing, and agency referral and follow-up were

covered in early group training sessions and then were discussed,

on an as-needed basis, during individual supervisory meetings.

At other Components, training in these technique areas
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continued throughout the life of the program. Whether con-

Oicted on a group OT an Individual basis, continuous training

in technique was mandated by the Coordinators for two reasons:

(11 staff turnover was such that the workers who had been

part of the initial training programs were nbt always those

who were using these skills at any point during operatiOns;

and (2) as the Components moved into new areas and as

staffs gainld sophistication and competency, it became nec-

essary to elaborate on the original basic skills that had

been taught. Training sessions on technique during the

second year included such topics as speech writing, working

within the schools, use of audio visual equipment, social work.

and case counseling skills, mental health and child development,

and involving parents in program.

;'Issues" was the term used to describe topics of national,

state,' and local interes as well as areas concerning particular

community agency practiceg plans, or changes. In this area,

topics discussed in staff training sessions included: the

abused child, the energy crisis, pending legislation, alcohol-

jam, food stamp calculations, social service changes, and

career opportunities. In most cases, "issue training" was

conducted by community resource persons who were specialists

in their respective fields. This was perhaps the area in

which outside experts were used most frequently.

Case-related training took two forms: case conferences

and individual supervisory meetings. When case conferences were
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held,.the category of training often overlapped with tech-

nique training: That is, a case would be discussed and all

staff members. would have the opportunity, to hear what steps

had been taken in the case and to suggest further actions

that would be appropriate. Individual supervision ardund

cases also involved suggestions in terms of possible actions.

In many cases, staff meetings concerned with AC operations

developed from discussions of methods for completing the CCR

reporting forms. Some of these sessions were used to help

clarify reporting procedures while others were opportunities

for group collection and review of reporting information. The

c other class of materials covered under this topic included AC

personnel procedures, AC/PCC relationships and individual

personnel requirements or difficulties.

In viewing the data presented below, it should be under-

stood that the total number of training hours does not,' in

all cases, represent training received by all Component staff

members. That is, included in these figures are school classes

and agency workshops that, in some instances, were attended

by only a few staff members.

.AVERAGE # TRAINING HOURS/MONTH/COMPONENT 40

RANGE (ONE MONTH AT ONE COMPONENT)
. 2-183

TYPES OF TRAINING.SESSIONS (BASE = 40 HOURS/MONTH)

AVERAGE # OF LECTURE HOURS/MONTH/COMPONENT 6

AVERAGE # OF WORKSHOP HOURS/MONTH/COMPONENT; 8

AVERAGE # OF COURSE WORK HOURS/MONTH/COMPONENT 3



AVERAGE # OF INDIVIDUAL SUPERVISION BOURS/MONTH/
COMPONENT.

AVERAGE #0F GROUP SUPERVISION HOURS/MONTH/COMPONENT

CONTENT OF SESSIONS (BASE = 40. HOURS /MONTH),

TECHNIQUE TRAINING - AVERAGE # HOURS/MONTH/COMPONENT

TRAINING ONHISSUES - AVERAGE # HOURS/MONTH/COMPONENT

10

13

11

12

CASE-RELATED TRAINING AVERAGE CHOURS/MONTH/COMPONENT 4

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFFMEETINGS - AVERAGE # HOURS/MONTH/ 13
COMPONENT

It is likely that the number of hours spent conferencing

around case-related areas is underrepresented by these figures.

The types of training most often given for case-related issues

are provided in individual supervision or may include train-

ing in particular techniques, e.g.; interviewing,, follow-up,

etc. Thus, these topic areas outlined may be overlapping.

7.0 ADVOCACY AS A NEW CAREER

The OCD guidelines state:

"Training effOrts should be directed not only at
program needs but should include a broader spectrum
such as identifying child advocacy as a new career
and involifing educational institutions in the
development and implementation of a curriculum for
advocates. Another focus might be the development
of jobs in the public and private sectors."

During the start-up year, the training of AC staff con-

sumed the time and effort which might otherwise have been

directed at a broader population. However, the Coordinator

of one Component did undertake to teach a college level

course on advocacy, and to encourage the college to initiate

an advocacy training program. While the one semester course
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was Completed it did not become a regular part of the cur-

riculum nor was a training program developed. Perhaps the

only effort during the start-up year that produced tangible

results in terms of the new career objectiveswat that of the

Boston AC's involvement in the Children's Hospital Patient

Advocacy program.

While most Coordinators could point to an agency within

their catchment areas that could benefit from the inclusion of

an Advocacy Component, the experience during the start-up year

made AC staff aware of the difficulties involved in agency

expansion and, change, and expectations in this area de-

clined. Thus, rather than attempting to have agencies develop

their own Advocacy Components, arrangements were made whereby

AC staff would perform Advocacy functions on behalf of these

agencies. It was not until notice of project termination

was received that Coordinators began an extensive effort to

find agencies to take on the Advocacy functions. The problem

was not that agencies did not want advocates, but rather that

they did not have available funds to undertake the effort.

In some cases, PCC and Head Start programs wanted to incorpor-

ate the Advocacy Components into their structure, in other

cases the local school personnel felt that they could benefit

from a team of advocates, but in almost all cases the resources

needed to take on the Advocacy functions werenot available.

At the time of this writing, only one Component, Cleveland,

was assured of its continuation after the terminationof
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federal funding. Thus, although efforts were in fact made,

the Advocacy experience did not result in the development of

a curriculum io-create "career advocates," nor in the wide-

spread adoption by community agencies of Advocacy functions.
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CHAPTER VII

COMPONENT COST DATA



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The second year's cost monitoring relied upon data

submitted to CCR monthly as follows:

°' Daily staff time logs, maintained at each AC.

O Wage/salary schedules for each worker, so that

the costs associated with each job level could

be computed.

O Monthly component budgets, prepared by the

Coccdinators, reflecting expenses charged to

each of six functional categories: needs assess-

ments, home visits/referrals, family group meet-

ings, agency contacts, staff training, and

administration.

The data presented in this chapter are compiled from

the above sources, covering the period November, 1973,

through June, 1974, inclusive.

Initially, it had been planned to provide estimates of

the value of captured resources made available through the

efforts of the ACs. This turned out to be unfeasible because

in many instances resources were unable to attach a dollar

value to their services and in other instances the range in

terms of costs for a particular service was so great as to

make it impossible to provide meaningful and reliable data

on the value of captured services. For example, in attempt-
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ing to establish the value of immunizations, CCR was advised

that the cost of individual immunizations ranged from $1.00

to $12.00; similarly, the cost of lead poisoning tests

ranged from $1.00 in one community to $30.00 in anothek corn-

muni ty.

2.0 COMPONENT EXPENDITURES

Cost data were collected with respect to standard budgetx

categories, including: personnel, equipment, supplies, staff

transportation, client transportation, postage, telephone,

rent, contingency funds, consultants, temporary employees,

other. For the purposes of presentation, only the personnel

category is broken out; all other budget categories are

combined-as "other than personnel" (OTP) expenditures.

The average monthly cost per Component was $8,139.

Projected to an annual basis, the rate would be $92,662.

When separated into personnel, OTP, and total costs, the

data are as follows:

Average/month 'an/month

Personnel $5,979. $6,227.

OTP 2,160. 929.

Total 8,139. 7,493
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As with all of the cost data, and as will be discussed ,

later in this chapter, there was considerable range of costs

among he various Jas the "highest c st" AC spent almost

twice (1.9 times) as much az the "lowest cost" Component.

Given the potential for skew in such data (as later discussion

will sh there was strong positive skew), the median is a

better easure of central tendency than is the mean; thus,

itmight be more appropriate to project a monthly cost of

0,493, than to base estimates n a mean cost of slightly

over $2,100 for the same period. While the monthly difference

appears small, on an aggregate basis over a year's period

among six centers, the difference in projection would amount

to $43,704, or 7 of the entire AC budget.

in any event, slightly less than three-quarters of all

AC expenditures were for personnel.. As might be expected in

a program whion d es not provide direct sarviccs and thus

requires little by way of apital resources, personnel

expenditures far outweigh other classes of expenditure, by

a ratio of f ur to ne. As will be seen later, the relation

ship between personnel coots and STP costs varies markedly

according to functional category addressed, and according to

rates varied widely from project to project, in general being,

considerably greater in urban areas. Illustrative o this

range are the annual salaries in each c three staff levels,

as presented below:
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CoOrdinator

Resource Export

Outreach Worker

GS*

g 3 $13#195

6,864 10e920

3,993 6,375

Coats/individual aponenten

Average monthl costs for each of the ACE, are presented

below.

efUTHLTAVERAGE 1 1,2.w' s: ToRwe

6,997 I

1
$1813,964

2 8,268 99,216

3 7,332 0,9'94

4 9,247 I 110,964'

i 5 5,877 70,524
6 1Z,112 33,344

As a mans to end hc1si z3ing the'dif erenceo among the AC s0

in terms o total. cost experience, individual. AC, costs are

represented in- tble 10 below-.
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As will be noted from examination of the preceding

histogram, the range in personnel expenditures is far less

than the range in OTP expenditures. For example, the ratio

of greatest to smallest personnel expenditures is 1.6 to 1;

that of greatest to smallest OTP 8.5 to 1. Stated another

way, OTP expenditures were particularly salient in creating

inter-component cost differentials. Further underlining the

relative importance of OTP expenditures, there is considerable

similarity in total costs among four of the Components; among

these Components, OTP expenditures account for less than 2O

of total costs. Among the two Components which were distinctly

different in terms oc total cost, OTP costs represented more

than one-third of all expenses. This marked proportional

increase In 0T2 a penses occurred at the two rural Components,

where traneoertntion costs, and in one case direct payment

to the heelen department for medical and dental wor, account

for the increase.

2.2 Costs rel_ ted nal areas

Costs were a e gned '1 e different functional cate-

gories, as a means to 'pricing out" the various elements

which combined to make up the Advocacy Programs. Data

reflecting cost experience with respect to each of the

functienal areas are presented below, in Table 2.
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Table 2.

MDN. 4EAN S.D. SKEW MIN. RANGE

NEEDS ASSESSMENTS
Personnel 224.5 28e 200 .3104 0 750
OTP 43 131 181 2.2668 0 775
Total 407.5 419 257 .2860 18 953

HOME VISITS/
REFERRALS

Personnel 615 699 345 .5401 65 1,482
OTP 247.5 970 1,786 3.0691 8 8,945
Total 892 1,669 1,935 2.6857 194 9,566

GROUPS
Personnel 256.5 302 238 .5996 12 796
OTP 145.5 369 658 2.7268 ,0 2,846
Total 405 671 690 2.1097 129 2,997

a--
AGENCIES

Personnel 563.5 631 355 .5545 95 1,500
OTP 95.5 240 366 2.3071 0 1,473
Total 747 871 489 .7185 134 1,924

STAFF
Personn.::1 812 878 365 1.3742 400 1,739
OTP 76 165 259 3.1802 0 1,341
Total 929 1,042, 437 .9434 477 1,685

. nINIST?ATION N

Personn!..A. 1,795.5 1,966 718 .6036 847 2,978
OTP 169 286 252 .7268 15 796
Total 2,027.5 2,252 712 .6978 1,172 2,945

TIME OF
Personnel 851 1,214 725 .9794 408 2,575
OTP 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 851 1,214 725 .9794 408 2,575

7
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Because of the extreme ranges encountered, e.g., $8.00

to $8,945. in one functional OTP category, accompanied by

relatively great skevicomponents, the median is a more

reliable Meiture of central tendence than is the mean. It

must be pointed out that this extreme difference in costs

is due to the fact that at most Components, OTP costs for

home visits and referrals involved only transportation costs,

whereas in the Leitchfield Component, direct-payments for

family health care visits raise the OTP costs.

As will be noted from an examination of the preceding

data,- and of the pie charts which follow, "Administration"

and "Time Off" represent the largest cost outlays, in

relative terms.



Home Visits

Referrals
12%

PROPORTION OF PERSONNEL COSTS ALLOCATED TO EACH FUNCTION
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Home Visits

Referrals
45%

PROPORTION OF OTHER THAN PERSONNEL COSTS ALLOCATED TO EACH FUNCTION
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The relative magnitude of the administration function,

which represents the single largest functional category in

personnel costs, can be understood best in-the context of

those tasks which were included:. all clerical typing, filing,

bookkeeping; most of the data coordinator's tasks, and the

reporting, correspondence, proposal preparation, and documen-

tation tasks of the Coordinators. In addition, at Components

where the program paid some portion of the PCC Directors'

salaries, the expenditures were charged to "administration,"

Thus, for example, the two staff members who were universally

the highest salaried, the PCC Director and the AC Coordinator,

had a great many administrative tasks and therefore most of

their time was charged to administration. Thus, the relative

cost allocation does not necessarily reflect the relative

person-hours allocation. OTP costs allocated to a.dministra-

tion are proportionately smaller, which is a function of

the fact that the Components bought relatively little

capital equipment, e.g., typewriters, which could be charged

to administrative costs.

It is noteworthy that 20% of all personnel expenditures

were on behalf of "time off." After subtracting weekends,

there are 261 days in the year. The 20% "time off" statistic

indicated that, on the average, each individual was absent

from work 51 days per year. Assuming a relatively liberal

policy of 15 vacation days, 15 sick days, and 12 national

and local holidays, this would still leave 9 days -- or
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approximately two work-weeks -- unaccounted for. In fact,

"each" worker was not absent for such a major portion of

time; the rates varied, most often adcording to staff level.

For example, outreach workers wele absent from their jobs

(for all reasons, including vacation, etc.) one week in

every five. Most outreach workers were women hired from the

community; for many this was a first job, usually undertaken

in addition to being responsible for raising a family. At

times of family crisis, major or minor, the mother was needed

in the home to take care of the children.

However, no matter the reason, two functional elements --

administration and time off` -- together account for more than

% of all Advocacy personnel expenditures. In attempting

o assess the costs of these model projects, or to project

costs to similar programs, the potential cost-significance

of these two functional categories slAld be examined care-

fully, particularly in the face of specific program expecta-

tions.

Home visits and referrals were second in order of total

cost magnitude, but fourth in terms of personnel costs. On

the one nand, because most of the community workers respon-

sible for the activities were the lowest paid in the Com-

ponents, the reliance upon cost-ordering results in an

underestimate. On the other hand, the fact that the

of cost magnitude is a great as is shown in Tao1.G 2 is duo

in large part to the relatively great OTP expens a involved
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in these functions. Particularly in rural areas, considerable

monies were required for transportation, of both staff and

clients, thus raising the cost of the function as a whole.

In addition, as already discussed, one rural Component made

direct payments to the health department for medical check-ups.

As an examination of the histograms in the following pages

will, indicate, OTP costs in one rural center, in particular,

were sufficient to severely bias the mean value associated

with this function.

The comments pertaining to the relatively low salaries

received by outreach workers are to be borne in mind when

considering the fact that oasts associated with "needs

assessments" were the lowest of any functional category --

despite the emphasis placed upon this function at the

national level. Again, the cost data do not reflect prior-

ities attached to various functional activities, but rather

the cost data, reflect the salary level of the staff primarily .

responsible for performing the particular function.

Staff training, which has relatively small OTP costs

associated with it, received l4 of personnel monies. It is

to be expected that in a program which is staffed by para-

professionals a major portion of staff time will be devoted

to training.

ThirtY-three percent of the personnel costs were alio-

cilted to program functions; needs assessments, home visits
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and referrals, family group meetings, and .agency collaboration

and referrals. As already discussed, this is ntafunctioa

of person7hours devoted to th se areas , but the fact that

most of these activitie were performed by relatively lower

salaried staff.

Following are presented histograms of different Compon'-,

cost experience with respect' to each the functional

categories.
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Unfortunately, the great magnitude of diversity among

different Components' scores rendered the outcome of this

a1ysi relatively meaningless. Lxpressive of this lack of

systematir; relationship among the cost variables is the find-

ing that only three (of tne seven) functional categories'.

costs correlated significantly with total cost, even though

total cost was tn single sum of functional categories costs.

OW:: would (..::pt a -itive cr)rrelation of the sum with its

parts: t...i4u more eii of the 1.arts, the greater the sum.

r+1,,Aren!_ly, howL.:vr, their w,s no uniform systematic approach

to con.. fl 1eer cacrc):::.: all Comp,. lentt;. Th the czkse of a

forth a positive corrrJ,-
I

ittLiOli, r=;latf!4 ivl y iut non-sirdnificantly

LOL,J1 tLf. :Ore ht.) (x.=,--0024._
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Table 10. Average monthly costs per. unit of service, among
all Components.

Category . N* Mean S.D. Skew Min Range

Needs
Assessments

34 $37.42 38.42 1.96 1.50 173.50

Home Visits/
Referrals

36 41.30 33.79 2.28 10.84 174.14

All families** 20 25.26 21.44 2.14 5.56 98.43

AC families 20 48.63 35.93 .98 9.84 120.16

* This number refers to the number of center-months in which
the specific activity actually took place.

** These data refer to per family costs when all families
attending, rather titan AC-only families, are included.

Presented below are the average costs, per center, for

each of the service units.

Table 11. Cost per unit service at each center, on the basis
of total cost over the monitoring period.

Category Component Number

Neegs
isouu:rtent

1 2 4 5

14.24 26.33 25.93 21.74 30.49 27.93

Home Vic.its/
Referrals

33..71 19.20 49.80 33.59 29.40 23.92

-a1 families 31.49 15.35 70.10 18.15 31.11 145.72

C fwnii.iwi 40.03 59.56 147.20 30.92 47.35 201.77

'rue range in costs from month-to-month and from center-

to-center is great, with com.iderawle skew toward the upper

end of LILL! cistrilJution. Given tni:s extreme variability,

little cred.tnee can JJe placed in the use of the ay-rage as
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a single descriptive statistic. The median would be little

better in that it reflects only a cost figure which happens

to be at the.middle frequency in the range of scores -- it

would add little to any attempt to project "typical" costs

per unit of service, simply because, based upon this demon-

stration experience, it cannot be said that there is any

"typical" cost. Instead, it might be more helpful to deal

only with the range in costs associated with delivery of

each service, e.g., based upon this demonstration, it can be

stated that needs-assessments will cost somewhere between

$1.50 and $173.50 each! If the costs are looked at not in

terms of monthly fluctuations, but over the entire monitoring

period, the range in costs is somewhat less extreme in some

categories. Thus, inspection of Table 11 shows that the

average costs per needs assessment ranged from $14.24 in

Component 1 to $30.49 in Component 5; the average cost per

referral/ home visit rdnged,from $19.20 in Component 2 co

$49.80 in Component 3; the average cost per family at a

family group meeting ranged from $15.35 in Component 2 to

$145.72 in Component 6; and the average cost per AC family

attending a family group meeting ranged from $30.92 in

Component 4 to $201.77 in Component 6. While these ranges

do not reflect the routine, marked month-to-month fluctua-

tions in costs, they do provide an estimate which is more

stable for purposes of projecting the potential costs of

similar programs.
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4,0 SUMMARY

Given the extreme variation in scores among the six

Components represented in this report, it is impossible to

develop any specific generalizations regarding the cost

structure of this model program. Granted that only a

relatively short time period was involved, nevertheless,

there is no discernible trend in the cost data which would

suggest the emergency of any inherent stability and/or uni-

formity. Instead, perhaps unsurprisingly, these highly

diverse projects, serving diverse populations in diverse

contexts, prioritized their objectives and structured their

activities differently, as reflected in the intra-Component

allocation of expenditures. Moreover, as might be expected,

individual project experience changed markedly from month

to month reflecting, no doupt, the emergence of new problems

and*new priorities. It seems highly doubtful that any valid

generalizations could be developed from such a small N, no

matter the period of time addressed.

On the other hand, one point should be stressed. The

relatively great proportion of costs attributed to "time off"

and to "staff , dining" reflects the nature of the staff.

To the extent that it reflects realistic demands common to

indigenous personnel, this cost might be regarded as a

legitimate investment in the future, or more properly, as a

direct service cost to a portion of the catchment area popu-

lation. Direct program costs are relatively low (33'0;
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'again, however, this'is to be expected in a structurally

top-heavy organization, in which the relatively higher paid

staff is responsible for administrative functions, and in

which the actual "people-service" functions are carried out

by indigenous personnel who are at the low end of the salary

continuum.

a
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Data analyses notwithstanding, it is still difficult

to draw oonclusiono regarding Advocacy Program outcome.

The ACe accomplished much for many people, and effected

some permanent communitY changee; yet ultimate achievement

fell far ,short of initial expectations. Perhaps the most

:important lesson for everyone concerned related to the

ampunt.of time and effort required for such activities.

When the program was. first discussed at the local level,

many simplistic statements were made,e.g., "the reason

people den:t use the .agencis is because the agencies are

,inSonsitive," "agency people are unaware of the needs of

this community," "all people need is a helping hand and on

indication that somebody cares," "WO' 10 going to Work our-

selves out of a job." During the project 0 31. months, AC

staffs °learned that many agency staff member* are sensitive

to the needs of people, but that they are ove'rworked,

understaffed, and often powerless to change policy at the

local level. They learned that changes in policy can take

years of sustained and weal-directed effort. Finally, they

learned that may families are so burdened, or so poorly

motivated, that kindness alone does not ensure that they

will take advantage of what is offered.

The work of the Advocacy Components turned out to be

extremely complex. As a result, untrained staff had to

learn a variety of skills and perform a series of tasks,
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many of which required monumental effort. Thcare were at

least four discrcIte don of activity. iPV011-VP. Pirntv

the task of identifying resources is known to be very

demanding. It is generally recogn.i2ed by social service

agencies that the creation of a viable infor and

referral service (I & R) takes at least one full year,

given the variety of resources to be contacted, the

complexity of the information regarding staff functions

and eligibility requirements relating to each, end the

linkages to be established. Second, door-to-door outreach

and needs assessmunt activities require complex
. diacnostic

skills, as well as information processing capabilities.

Third, advocating for changes within agencies, providing

necessary documentation us to service gaps, and introduction

of levislative:ch Ages comprises- yet another area of

activity. Fiielly, organination of:group events and -efforts

to educate groups of people to become knowledgeable

consumers ,represents a fourth area of actiw y

In retwspect, the decision' 'or on 1i fronts

simultaneouSly appears unrealiFA, and -,creates consicorable

tension and frustration. ili,1154s the Cnent; should have

chosen bet:ween either- a car .-JA7ocac=7-aWroach which A uld

regNiled the setting' Op of en l & R system and a door-
'

to-door-oukreach noeds asseA.ismunt and referral effort, or a

class a9/vocacyapproach which would have required a focus on

commu4ty education, collaboration with other agencies, and

nflueacing
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Although Advocacy with ln the 7i/AC content was not

really successful as measured aq.lainst initia/ expactaticm,D

it did demonstrate the following:

Identification of resources and establishing

linkages for the purpose of meting sound and

responsive relerrals is extremely complex -..nd

time cansuming. It is unlikely that any program

e.g. Pee or Head Start, which-az-n(3ns only part

time people, who already -have other dutieseto

the creation of an G 11 system can really do .

this succosifully. The creation and maintenance

of an R system cannot b done on "left over"

timef, it... should be the full-time responsibility

of a professional staff person, for at least one

year.

Cunt ty agent,les readily understand thu value

ofAdvocaoy functions, i.e., outreach, needs

(45;sessments, and community cduction, and would

take on such functions if they had the money and

staff to do so. Particularly in the rural areas,

thc= health and welfare departments are so grosoly

undrstaffed that they simply cannot make regular

6uviioc visits to floo hich may live 25 0.

mileq frel the 00unty seat.
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0 Creatioh of new resources, s, ;dell az changop

in agency policy are entrematy complex and

ti 'a ConzuMing. Often changeo in leglolation, .

and/Or no sources of funding are-required°

These can be initiated° but not consummated,at

the local level!.

Child Advocacy demonstrated once again what

child v_otective lor4erv, have known for a lOng

time, that there are familiq2s which need owNck-

ombudsnan servides and interventloh if the

children are to avoid being.ne1Leeted e.

the rhetoric about having familles achieve

'eroenden thecare muRiA-protilemEamiilis

in evee community which need life long sorvices

the Ohilren are to have ev e sllmmest.

chance of avoidin he cycle poverty°

DireJ-t services, particularly transport6

seem tp be the only way of TAting some families

t.® receive 'AV thtif services,' e.g.°

food, clothip4, OTIU :i2ot have to bQ brought

to the home or the has to h,e q,iven tram

L.:zonation to the resource.

Pv,tvontive health c from bc?i

real and future demonstra shon_

v7.77.-4
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organized around discovery of the most efficient

ways in which to deliver such services as

immunizations and well baby check-ups. The

referral mechanism seeMs ineffective and should'

probably be replaced with mobile health units

conducting'door-to-door Outreach. Moreover,

public pliicy on the right of parentp to refuse

immunization should be reviewed, as a means to

determining whether legislation should be intro-

duced to enforc the immunization of all children.

0 While the goal of preventive health care remains

unrealized, clinics are either installed, or',

m-schanisms exist for requesting their creation.

The situation with regard to housing,is absolutely

deplorable in that large numbers of faTilies with

very young children live in truly inadequate,

unhealthy, and dangerous housing. Moreover,-'no

hanismb exist which would suggest'any widespread

Changes in the next decade.

A program from which so much
.

was learned and which as

a demonstration won the'respect of so many agencies, must be

viewed as at least partidlly successful, even. 'f its original

objectives remain in large part unmet.
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